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PREFACE

This thesis is an outgrowth of long contact with

water systems, My precollego years were spent in the

Imperial Valley of California ibere irrigation is truly

the lifeblood of an essentially agrarian economy, Later,

after entering oollege I spent the summer months survey

ing for the Imperial Irrigation District, This work was

totally connected with the transmission, diversion, storage,

and drainage of water0 Those four summers' experience did

much to aid the present analysis of Spanish water systems,

The direct impetus for the thesis caine from my

experience as a research assistant made possible by a

grant from the National Science Foundation to Dr. Richard

B Woodbury for a "Comparative Analysis of Preindustrtal

Systems of Water Management in Arid Regions," Without

Dr. Woodburys aid, guidances and example, the present

investigation of water systems would never have come about.

I am deeply and sincerely grateful for the opportunity of

working with him on this project. I acquired far more

than this thesis from my assistantshtp with Dr. Woodbury,

however-I gained an entirely new outlook and perspective

in the field of anthropology.
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Second among those to whom a debt of gratitude is

owing is Dr0 Raymond H0 Thompson who replaced Dr0 Woodbury

as chairman of my thesis committee when the latter left to

take a position with the 1J0 S, National Museum, Dr0 Thomp'

son's careful reading and criticism of the early drafts of

my work were of the greatest assistance to the early pre

sentation of the final copy0 By the same tokens many

thanks are also due the other members of my committee

Mrs Clara Lee Tanner and Dr0 Harry T0 Getty0

knother to whom a large measure of gratitude is

owed is Leif C0 W0 Landberg fellow student and close

frIend0 Mr0 Landberg and I spent innumerable hours in

discussions of all aspects of anthropology including

areas which ultimately became the subjects of our respec

tive theses0 Many interesting insights were gained through

these discussions0 Many of these sessions were enlivened

and enhanced by the thoughts and ideas of Mr0 Roger Kelly0

I wish also to express my thanks to the many people

associated with The University who aided me times too

r:a:merous to count to Mr0 Donald B0 Sayner who taught me

the techniques of scientific illustration; to the inter

library loan department of The University Library which

acquired many scarce and obscure books which were so nec

essary to the writing of this thesis; to Dr0 B0 L0 Fontana

who put me on the track of raoy valuable references; and to
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all the others at The University who helped me in one way

or another

Finally, let me thank two people whose support did

much to see this thesis through to completion: first, Dr0

E0 W0 Haury until recently Head of the Department of

Anthropology9 who helped me keep body and soul together

through two very lean years; and second9 my wife, Diana9

whose love9 faith9 and assistance buoyed me and kept me

going when I most needed it0
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ABS TRA C T

The Northwest Frontier of Ne Spain is defined as

including the present states of Sonora Baja California,

southern Arizona, and California as far north as Sonoma0

In the discussion of water systems, chronology is felt

to be less important than technology, therefore, the

watercontro1 structure is used as the basis of compari

son0 Pollowing a brief examination of the landscape of

the region is a section devoted to the region's aborigi

nal subsistence patterns0 Introduced here are the new

concepts of the "subs istenco focus" and the "subs istence

focus area0" These were developed to allow a purposely

imprecise categorization for Indian subsistence0 As the

name implies the classification is "focused" on the

center of a geographic area where subsistence patterns

and subsistence technology are the same or similar,

rather than the boundaries of such areas0 The techni

cal discussion of water systems separates them into

their component units0 These are classified and presented

in order of their importance and frequency of occurrence0

An appendix contains a missionbymission catalogue of

the water-control devices used in the region0

xi
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INTRODUCTION

This paper is a study of the manner in which a tech

nological system transplanted to American soil by Europeans

affected, and was affected by the Indian cultures in the

area of New Spain which I have chosen to call the Northwest

Frontier0 The Europeans were missionaries of the Roman

Catholic Church0 For the most part they were Spaniards0

But there were a number from the Italian kingdoms, the Ger

manic states, and the eastern part of Europe0 The aborigines

of the region included non-agricultural hunting and gather-P

the Californias and the settled agrtcultural

(including southern Arizona). The historic

contact lasted from the middle of the 17th

middle of the 19th century0

the gross area of the Northwest Frontier of

a number of areas which were never penetrated

explorers; others were explored but not con

of a missiDnary effort0 These will not be

1

discussed in this thesis as they shed virtually no light on

the central prob1eni Therefore the geographical extent of

the Northwest Frontier regions as used here, is as follows:

10 The present Mexican state of Sonora0
2, That part of Arizona, excluding the Colorado

Desert, that belonged to Mexico prior to the
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Gadaden Purchase of i83 (and which will be
included as part of Sonora)0

30 The peninsula of Baja California0
L That pert of Alta California delineated as

niissioritzed terrttory by Icroeber (l93)
This excludes, then, the Colorado and Mohave DesertS of the

CaitforniaS and Sonora.9 and the Interior Valleys and Sierras

of Alta California0 This geographical discontinuity is not

so significant as its large area would suggestit was the

Tierra Incognita of the Northwest Frontier region0

The colonization and missionizatton of the north

west part of New Spain was slow and often tedious work0

Over 200 years elapsed between the time the Jesuits began

their activities in Sonora and the Franstscans founded the

last mission at Sonoma9 north of San Franctsco in l832

By l776 when the first of the Alta California missions was

founded at San Diego de Alcal many of the establishments

in Sonora and Baja California were in decline0 Throughout

this period there was only slight change in the methods of

establishing mission stations0 Only in a few instances were

watercontrol structural types subject to change with time;

these will be considered in their place0 Dates of introdUc

tion of specific watercofltrDl structures will be noted where

they are available but, otherwise9 the dates are of minor

importance0 Indeed9 the few data available on water systems

are much more pertinent to technical comparisonS than to

chronological comparisOnso
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The problem posed in this thesis is to examine the

two forces of contact9 especially the European one, and

determine what9 if any were the effects of that contact on

the aboriginal subsistence pattern or water-control tech-

nology or both0 It is postulated that the water.-management

technology of the Padres was of an essentially European

character9 tempered by indigenous practice9 but above all it

was an adaptat ion and response to a set of environmental and

cultural controls0 It had an unquestionable impact on the

natives and on the later development of the Northwest Fron

tier region0 While the impact was greater in some areas

than in others9 I believe it is susceptible to evaluation in

nature and degree0 Such evaluation will be oriented toward

the utilization of water as a scarce resource.

Given the characteristic environment of the region,

there is almost no place where water is abundant0 Always,

the systems were designed to enhance the supply of water as

well as regulate it The needs of men and crops were attend

ad to in the most efficient manner possible0 The principal

consideration in the construction of water systems was to

derive as much benefit as possible from a given amount of

water before it was allowed to return to its position in the

moisture cycle0 Multiple use of water was therefore the rule

rather than the exception in constructing watercontrol sys

tems0 Perhaps todays inhabitants of the region9 who are
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rapidly outstripping the available water supply, should take

careful note of this old principle of multiple use of water0

Wherever possible, information was gathered from

primary sources0 These were too often sparse and hard to

obtain0 The ratio of church records containing information

seems to be on the order of l:l5O The lack undoubtedly

stems from a great concern of the Padres for the salvation

of the souls of their charges and a lack of concern for such

mundane things as water systerns except as a means to the

former end0 There also seems to be a tendency among histor-

ians to concern themselves almost wholly with the people,

places, and dates of history--the events, as it were0 They

thus give little consideration to the things, the day-tc-day

tools, that lend a background continuity to the events0

Seldom are such phenomena as water systems given more than

passing notice by the missionaries and the historians0 It

is for this reason that I have had to rely more heavily than

is truly desirable on secondary sources and later descrip-

tions of the phenomena discussed in this thesis0

It will be demonstrated that the introduction of

Euroean technology arid its associated cultigens did much to

change the diet and subsistence pattern of the aboriginal

inhabitants over much of the territory encompassed within

the Northwest Frontier of New Spain; and, conversely, that

native practices riac3e changes in the diet and technology of
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the Europeans It will also become apparent that there was
a great variety of watercontrol structures as well as tnany
modes of constructing them0 Methods of constructing these

units were only partially determined by local availability
of materials0 Basic categories of control structures will
be developed, but the formation of a rigid typology will be
impossible as there was almost infinite variability in the
eonstruotion of wateroontrol structures0



THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONNENT

The physical setting into which man has always had

to fit or force himself has two primary components: land

scapo and climate0 It is not possible to meaningfully

abstract mans artifacts from his environment0 The phenomena

considered here are especially sensitive to environment9

particularly its climatic component0 As a result it is

necessary to deal more extensively with climate than with

landscape

Exce1lent detailed information on the physiography

and vegetation of the region is readily available and it

would be needlessly repitittus to discuss all but the most

salient aspects of them here0 The basic source for the

physiography of the region is to be found in Fenneman (l93l)
Some condensed information on California is available in

Durrenberger (1959, i96O) The publications of the Cali.

fornia Division of Mines (Jahns l95L.) are excellent for

detailed descriptions of present.day Southern California.

Unfortunately no comprehensive descriptions are available

for te rest of the region0 Northern Baja California is

well described by Meigs (l935) The center of the peninsula

is carefully surveyed in Aschmanns fine report on the Ceno

tral Desert (1959) There is little uptodate information

on the southern part of the peninsula0 Gerhard and Gulick

6
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(1963) provide a small amount of information on the entire

peninsula, as does Browne (1867) whose work is not so out-

dated as the publishing date would lead one to believe0

Tamayo (19L9) has a section dealing with the peninsula, but

it is spotty and unreliable in some areas0

Tarnayos (l9Lj.9) survey of Sonora is quite a bit

better than that of Baja California0 The best work on

sonora is that by Pfeiffer (1939) The northern part of

Sonora is well described by Browne (1867), Sauer (1932, 1935),

Sauer and Brand (1931)9 and Brand (l936) These few source&

do not encompass all of the information on the Northwest

Frontier9 but they can provide the essential character of

the region should one desire more information than is

provided here0

The landscape of the Northwest Frontier region can

be divided into two generally homogeneous areas:: the Cali

fornias and Sonora9 including southern Arizona0 Each of

these has a characteristic pattern to its landforms-'-a pat

tern which, to varying degrees, has determined the settle

ment patterns of its indigenes and their European conquerors0

Beginning well north of San Francisco Bay are a

series of chains of parallel mountain ranges extending

southeastward as far as the tip of Baja California0 On the

west they are bordered by the Pacific Ocean and coastal

plain of varying width0 On the east are the Central Valleys
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of California, the Colorado Sinic and the Gulf of California,
in that order from north to south0 The only major brealc

in this system is the Transverse Range section which effec-

tively cuts off central California from Southern California
and the peninsula0 North of the Transverse Ranges are the
Coast Ranges; south of them are the Peninsular Ranges0

The California Coast Ranges consist of three or four
chains of mountains paralleling ne another and separated

by faulted valleys cradling major streanis most of which are

intermittent for most of their length0 The valleys pro-

vided natural thoroughfares for the inhabitants of the area
from the time of the first occupation by man0 They intersect

the coast line at an oblique angle9 thereby providing easy
access to the sea0 In addition to the major streams9 there

are numerous siiall intermittent streams descending either

side of the mountain ranges0 Where these fall directly to
the sea9 they create small enibayments which are natural
havens for many types of marine and littoral life9 as well
as migratory mammals and wildfowl0

The Transverse Ranges are large blocks of mountains

lying oastwest across the southern end of the Coast Ranges0

At the point of intersection with the latter is a tangled

knot of mountains, the remnant of an uplifted block0 This

block forms the core of the range0 Extending westward from

the core are three parallel ridges separated by river

valleys0 To the east is a single ridge of high mountains
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cut almost in half by the famed San Andreas Fault0 This

complex seems to have always been somewhat of a barrier to

travel--it does not make travel impossible but it does

slow movement considerably0

South of the Transverse Ranges, but separated from

them by the Valley of Southern California (which includes

The Los Angeles Basin9 Pomona Valley, and San Bernardino

Valley)9 rise the Peninsular Ranges0 These continue with

3nly minor interruption all the way to the tip of Baja

California0 Essentially9 they are one long ridge broken at

irregular intervals by lw passes0 Near the northern end

they reach 60 miles in width, but for the remainder of their

length seldom exceed 30 A number of small outlier ranges

parallel the main chain0 Because of the spinal-ridge

character of the Ranges9 few axial valleys exist in this

province0 Almost all drainage is directly to the sea, and

very few of the streams flow together0

The mountains of Sonora are oriented in the same

direction as those of the Californtas-otherwtSe, no simi-

larity exists0 From the Gila River to the Sinalos border,

the landscape is of a distinctly Bastnend-Range type with

a series of small blocks jutting through valley floors of

deep alluvium0 The eastern side of Sonora is occupied by

the foothills of the Sierra Madre Occidental of Mexico0

Here the mountains begin to take on a massive aspect similar
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to the Sierra Nevada of California0 The rivers of Sonora

are quite different also0 Whereas in California there are

few major streams which join to form rLvers practically all

of the streams of Sonora flow together to create larger

rivers which then flow on to the sea0 The alluvial fill

deposited by the Pleistocene predecessors to these large

rivers creates the basic character of the Basinand-Range

country0 The erosion of the slopes of the Sierra Madre by

the same streams has created rugged foothill country to the

east of the basins and ranges0 The confluence of many of

the rivers has created natural routes of communication

between the major interrnontane valleys0 Most of the streams

are very deeply entrenched and have almost no flood-plain

until they break out of the foothills onto the broader floors

of the valleys on the coastal plain0 Violent summer thun-

derstorms have provided much of the erosive power of Sonoran

rivers0 Although thunderstorms are rare in the Californias

erosion occurs but in a less dramatic manner0

The watercourses of the Northwest Frontier region

had a profound effect on the watercontrol facilities that

might be used on heni0 The more gently flowing rivers of

Alta California lent themselves to more permanent forms of

dams9 ditches, and reservoirs0 Subohumtd climatic conditions

over most of the area supported a scrub.chaparral vegetation

that held runoff at moderate levels9 almost eliminating the

possibility of flashfloods0 The flat9 fertile bottomlands
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allowed most f the California missions to have extensive

field and irrigation systems0 Though few of the streams in

Alta California were perennial9 all of them carried some

water every year0

Baja California has few watercourses that can be

relied upon to flow regularly--and these few are all in the

north0 The ephemeral streams of the southern part of the

peninsula are far too violent when they are running to pro

vide a decent source for irrigation water0 For this reason

the miss iDnarieS had to turn to the use of natural and arti-

ficial tanks, springs, and seeps for water0

The rivers of Sonora9 large and entrenched, were

probably almost uncontrollable in their upper reaches, and

it is no great surprise that dams are not mentioned in any

of the scanty literature on the Sonoran missions0 Probably

the most feasible way to divert water was the brushwork

weir which9 while needing to be rebuilt every year or twos

did not require as much manpower for initial construction

arid upkeep as a dam0 On the broad flood-plains of the

lower courses of the rivers, complex structures would have

been possible though largely unnecessary0 The senitannual

f1ooLng of the rivers left a great amount of residual

moisture in the soil0 Thus9 thDugh irrigation agriculture

is noted for many Sonora missions (Hayes 17729 for instance),

it seems to have been neither too complex nor too highly

developed. The climatic regLme of Sonora appears to have
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Lnhtbtted the growth of complex water systems more than the

character of the r1.vers As noted above this is probably

a much more dynamic controller of water systems than is

topography.



TEMPERATURE, PRECIPITATION, AND CLIMATE

The climates of the Northwest Frontier demonstrate

a rather basic continutty in the realms of temperature and

total precipitation These are generally the same over the

entire area with the expected microcliniatic and local varia

tions0 There is however, a great difference in yearly rain-c

fall distribution between the Pacific coast and the west coast

of the Mexican mainland (Sonora)0 Most of the Pacific

coasts except the tip of Baja California is subject to

the sane set of climatic controls and receives its maximum

rainfall in the winter in the manner typical of midlatitude

west coasts around the world (Lydoiph l97) The tip of

Baja California and all of Sonora receive the major part

of their rainfall in the summer with a lesser amount

(secondary maximum) in the winter months0 The summer maxi-

mum is caused by the operation of a separate set of controls

in this area0

The most influential of the climatic controls in the

entire region is the Pacific High Pressure Cell0 It is a

large, dynamic high pressure cell several thousand square

miles in area0 The center lies nearly a thousand miles off

the California coast0 Air within the cell is warm but

stab1e due to compaction created by the recLrculation

through the upper atmosphere of air mas8es from the region

13



of the Equatorial Low0 This air subsides and piles up at

the "Horse Latitudes" (100 to 30° north and south of the

Equator), creating a series of these high pressure cells

extending in a chain around the earth approximately at

latitudes 30 N0 and 30 S Air leaving the cell is peeled

off the east quadrant and moves toward the Equatorial Low

in the form of Trade Winds0 The cell goes through an annual

cycle of swelling and shrinking9 generally being larger in

summer when pressures within the cell are highest0 It also

moves in a northwestsoutheast direction throughout the

year0 In winter it is centered around latitude 30 N0 but

moves northwest during the spring and summer to position

centering on about 360 or
370 N0 Because it moves on a

diagonal path (in relation to the parallels and mertdiana)

the cell is farther west in summer than in winter0 Despite

the westward movement9 however9 the cell covers the Califor=

nia coast with its warm descending air in summer0 The result

is the creation of a temperature inversion over the layer of

cooler marine air which ebbs and flows in relation to local

thermal pressure condLtions landward during the day and

seaward at night0 This layer of marine air maintains a

relaLively stable and rather narrow diurnal temperature

range and causes heavy fog over much of the coastline

south of San Francisco Bay0 During the winter9 winds from

the cell are occasionally deflected across the coast to

create a strong northerly or northwesterly flow of air in
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the Central Valley and Southern California0 This usually

cold and dry air movement is what is known as a foehn wind,

but Is locally called a 'Santa Ana" (Durrenberger 1959: L7)

The major effect of the Pacific High Pressure Cell

upon the climate of the Caitfornias is the creation of sum

mar rought0 It's northward movement pushes the mid-latitude

cyclone belt northward0 The result is that during the

sunmer it is very rare for a storm to cross the west coast

uth of L0° During the winter the pressures within

the cell drop, causing it to shrink, and tt moves southeast-P

ward to center near 300 N0 Cyclones from the Aleutian Low,

the main area of cyclogenests affecting North America, are

then pushed down between the cell and a thermal high in

the Great Basin by southward movement of air masses out

of the Arctic High Pressure Cell0 This action brings win

tar rains to the coast rather regularly as far south as

300 N0 and somewhat sporadically south of that0 However,

due to the clockwtse circulation of the air within the cell

and the deflectit:n effect of the Great Basin High, the winds

south of latitude 30 N0 tend to veer off parallel to the

cells circulation away from the southeast-trending coast-

line of Baja California in the form of Trade Winds0

The Great Basin High is of thermal origin, caused

by the build-up of a mass of cDld continental air in the

Great Basin during the winter0 In winter it occasionally
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noves southwest9 bringing clear9 warm days and cool nights

to Southern California and northern Baja California0 In

late spring it begins to move southward toward the Lower

Colorado Basin and shifts to a thermal low0 The pressure

gradient of the low is very steep so that high pressure
areas south of the Gulf of California push warm moist air
into the Gulf and Sonoran coastal areas from the stagnant
waters off the west coast of Mexico and the Gulf of Panama0

Some air is also forced into the area across northern Mexico
from the Gulf of Mexico0 The source points for this warm
air are affected by neither the sea nor the air currents
that create the stagnant condition0 Moreover9 air movement

into the Gulf of California is at a very low altitude0 This

air movement is not affected by the recirculatton system
which creates the Pacific High Pressure Cell0 This influx

of moisture1aden air during the summer months creates the

summer precipitation maximum found in Sonora

Still another et of climatic controls is found in
the oceanic waters off the California coast0 The major

determinant is the cold California Current which sweeps

down the west coast of the Caltforntas0 It is supplemented

by u::ellLng of cold bottom waters along the coast from the

Santa Barbara Channel to about Bah'a SebastinVtzcaCno
These two sources of cold water form a major deterrent to

precipitation0 As the air over the land is heated during

the nine warmest months9 the offshore air9 cooled by contact
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with the cold water moves in over the coast1ine and forces

the warmer descending air of the Pacific High to ride up

over it0 This creates an inversion layer0 The cool airs

holding very little water vapor to begin witb cannot as

cend to an altitude at which it would be cooled by the normal

lapse rate to the dew point before it encounters the inver

sion point and again subsides0 Lydoiph (197: 218) consLd

ers this to be one of the prime causes of aridity along the

west coast0 The dryness created by the temperature tnver

ston is partially ameliorated by the frequent incidence of

advective fogs over a narrow coastal belt throughout the

sprLng summery and fall (Durrenberger 1959: 5O)



Ftg0 2 Average teniperature and precipitation cross
ectton through 27 stations in California and Baja Cali-

fornia0 The line at top registers average annual ternpera-

ture; bars represent average annual precipitation0 The

stations for which data are represented are located in
Figures Lj. and 5°





Fig0 3 Two temperatureproctpttation cross
section0 Left: average annual temperature and precipi
tatton for 11 stations in Sonora, Right: temperature and
precipitation for 7 stations in Baja California and Sonora,
spanning the Gulf of California0
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Fig0 L Map Df Callfornia showing weather stationa.
Weather tactons in Fig, 2 are indicated by nanie; missions
are numbered in accordance with Fig, 10
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Ftg0 Map of Baja California and Sonora showing
weather stations0 Weather stations in Figs0 2 and 3 are
indicated by name; missions are numbered in accordance
with Fig0 10
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Ftg 6 Temperature and prectpItatton data for
four selected Baja Caltfornta stations0 Lines indicate
average monthly temperature in degrees Fahrenheit0 Bars
indicate average monthly precipitation in inches
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FLg 7 Teniporature and precipitatLon data for four
selected stattons in Przona and Sonora0 Lines indtcate
average monthly temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit0 Bars
indicate average monthly precipitation in inches0
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THE ABORIGINAL SUBSISTENCE PATTERN OF THE NORThWEST FRONTIER

The indigenes of the Northwest Frontier may be

classified 1.n two ways0 The first classification, given in

Table I, is based on the linguistic affiliation of the

recognized tribes of the region0 It provides a perfectly

adequate base for classifying linguistic stocks and linguistic

families, and for this discussion no finer classification

is necessary0 A1so it may be stated as a general rule that

finer categorizations into "tribes" generally break down

under close scrutiny0 All of the presently used tribal

names have come down from Spanish sources and are ultimately

derived from appellattons given by the Spaniards to particu-

lar groups of peoples inhabiting certain geographic areas?

either natural areas or ones with arbitrarily drawn bound

arias0 The result is that many of the indigenous "tribes"

are today known by toponyniics which originally carried no

cultural connotations but which have come to indicate a

linguistic or cultural affiliation0 Many examples of this

exist in the Ca1ifoinias where such names as Obispeo? Die

gue?i, Borjeio, and Cadegomeo have been preserved as the

only referrents to the native groups of particular areas0

This practice was not so widespread in Sonora but? nontheo.

less? tribal names there are not much more valid than those

for the Californias0

2L
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The probability is quite high that many of the names

are not at all representative of the actual political seg-

mentatton and distribution of the indigenous peoples at

contact0 1roeber recognized the artificiality of the topo

nyniics when he discussed the Gabriel mo and Fernandeo as a

single group because they seemed to be quite similar in both

culture and language (Kroeber 1937: 62O) Thus, though the

two grDups were recognized as such by the Spaniards because

they were attached to two niissions9 they were undoubtedly

member bands of the same tribe0 For such reasons only the

names of the larger linguistic families will be used in this

discussion0 However, tribal names as used by Kroeber (1937),

Massey (l9L.9), and Spicer (1963) are shown in Table 10

k second possible system of classification is one

based on subsistence pattern0 It is more germane to a

study such as this than is a linguistic classification::

watercontro1 systems are more closely allied tD subsistence

than to linguistics0

The two basic types of subsistence found in the

Northwest Frontier region were agriculture, and hunting and

gathering0 Agriculture as used here includes the type of

mtxedcrop intensive cultivation which some, especially

the British, term horticulture0 Hunting and gathering

includes fishing0 There is a bifurcate distribution of the

two patterns within the region0 All of the agricultural

peoples, except a few Colorado River Yumans, lived east of
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the Colorado River and the Gulf of California0 Conversely

all of the ncn'agricultura1 hunters and gatherers (except

the Sort) dwelt west of the Colorado River and Gulf of

California0 This distribution is very nearly congruent with

the areas of summer and winter precipitation maxima0

As pointed out in the chapter on the climates of the

Northwest Frontier regton9 the precipitation at Pacific

coastal stations reaches maximum values between the months

of December and March (Fig0 6) while rather severe drought

conditions prevail during the sumner months0 The areas east

of the Gulf of Californta plus the tip of the Peninsula

lying east of longitude 11)4° W receive their maximum pre

cipitation in sumnier with a large part of the area having

a secondary maximum in winter0 Thus5, the nonagricu1tural

groups lived mainly in the area of winter rainfall and the

agriculturists in the area having summer rainfall0 This

is due to much more than coincidence0

The annual distribution and quantity of prectpita

tion is not so tnportant to the increasingly urban and

industrial occupants of the region today as it was to the

ranchers and farmers of but few decades ago0 For this reason

it is easy to lose sight of the importance of summer rains

to agriculture0 All of the cultigens exploited by abortgi

nal farmers in the temperate and subtropical New World

were sumtnergrowing plants0 It is5, of course9 during the

growth period that a plant neds the most moisture0 If
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too little is available the plant cannot mature properly
and the crop fails0 This9 rather than any cultural factor,
kept aboriginal agriculture out of the Californias0 On the

other hand, the surnrrier rains of Sonora made cultivation quite

practical there0
A profound change was effected in the cultivation

picture by the introduction of European cereals9 such as
wheat9 barley, oats, and rye0 These were wtntergrowing

crops and well fitted to the California climate0 They were

not suitable for the climate of Sonora without irrigation9
although the secondary precipitation maximum in winter did

provide some natural moisture in the growing season0
Another feature of the aboriginal subsistence pat-

tern which may correlate with climate is the primary depen-
dence of most hunters and gatherers on perennial plants0

This is largely the result of long dependence on oaks and
other arboreous species, rather than cultivated annuals,
for instance0 The animals hunting for food were also

largely dependent on perennials9 the major wild food-

source in the Caltforntas0 Annuals were by no means ex-

cluded from the diet but did not provide the stability of
food supply necessary to a rather large population0 The

reverse situation was the case among the agriculturalists0
Their primary dependence was on cultivated annuals--but not

to the exclusion of perennials0 An interesting and thought-

provoking discussion of this is to be found in Sauer (l92)
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In addition to grouping the Indians of the Northwest
Frontier region according to whether or not they practiced
agriculture, it is possible to define several subdivisions
within each group,, Among the nonagrtcu1tural peoples the
subdivisions must be related to the type of environment they
had to exploit for their lLveli.hood0 For the agricultural
peoples these lesser categories are related to the manner
in which they practiced their agriculture that is, planting
end irrigating techniques,

In determining the environmental subdivisions among

hunting and gathering peoples, one basic logical assumption
must be made: environmental (ecological) situations differ
between discrete areas, It is clear that no environmental
situation presents unlimited possibilities for exploitation0
Conversely there are only a limited number of possible
subsistence responses in a given environment0 One example

of environmental limitation already noted is that imposed
by the winter rainfall of the Californias: agriculture was
difftcult until wintergrowing cereals were introduced0
Another example of limitation imposed by climate is reflected

in the difference between collecting technologies found in
two or more different environmental situations0 One of the

great differences between environmental areas is tn the

bLots they support0 Thus9 the technology required among a

people whose staple food is the acorn would differ greatly

from that of a people whose staple is agave0 As these
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technological differences are carried down to the secondary

and tertiary food sources, fairly definite patterns emerge

in the technology and utilization of food production6 There

fore, I believe that meaningful ecological categories based

on environmental areas and technology may be created0

As technological responses did not vary appreciably

among the hunting and gathering cultures of northwestern

New Spain, the prime variable would appear to have been the

environmental type0 Or to couch this in different terins

there was really only one type of collecting being carried

on in the region before contact: it may be termed cultur

ally conditioned expipitatton of the total environment."

Every edible product found in an area was utilized except

those few excluded by choice or cultural prohibition (taboo)0

Mission records indicate that the Indians consumed any

comestible that was not taboo or poisonous0 (Sean, 1962).

Before a detailed examination of the subsistence

pattern classification proposed in this thesis can be

undertaken it would be useful to review the work of those

who have attacked the problem before. As will be seen

classifications have been largely concerned with the

California Indians probably because there is generally

more information on these people than for those of the

rest of the Northwest Frontier region0 Also there seems

to have been a greater emphasis on such classifications

among anthropologists worktn.g Ln Cslifornia, These previous
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attempts to divide California into provinces have used

several different bases for the classificattons The first

attempt was made by Kroeber in his Handbook of California

Indians (l937) This classification was based on linguis-

tic affiltatiDns and is still the basic system of classL

fication for the Indians of California0

A second classification was proposed by Kitmek

(l935) Under his system the Indians were divided into

cultural provinces based on "coefficients of similarity"

which, in turn, were based on comparisons between more than

LO0 cultural traits0 Kitruek saw seven cultural provinces

in California, several of which had transitjon zonesU that

consisted of areas of cultural admixture or areas of

lessened intensity of a certain body of traits0 The

provinces were Colorado River, Southern California, San

Joaquin, Central, Northwestern, Northwest Coast, and

Northeastern0 The missionized area of California included

all or part of the Central, Southern California, and San

Joaquin provinces (Table 1), It is probable that the

Yumans of Baja California would have fallen dthin the limits

of the Colorado River province, but Kltmek stopped at the

international boundary0 Kroeber, somewhat later than his

first attempt, classified all the Indians of North America

on the basis of environment and culture0 He divided the

Californias between two "Grand Cultural Areas," (1) Inter

mediate and Ixatermountain, and (2) Southwest (Kroeber 1939:
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map 6) That part of the first area that was missiorjized

included the "California Area" and the "California Climax"

subarea0 The missionized portions of the Southwest Grand

Cultural Area include.d the Southern California9 Peninsular

California9 Lower Colorado, Sonora9 Sonora Coast9 and

FuerteYaqui Lowland subareas0

Although this is a wellstructured classification9

it does not fit the needs of this thesis0 It includes both

environmental and cultural factors9 but does not completely

consider the interaction of the two or the ecologicaltech

nological balance thus created0 It is also too broad for

dealing with a limited area such as our region is0

A fourth classification (Beals and Hester 1960)

is ti-ie most usable to date0 The authors have broken Cali

fornia up into six ecologic areas based on the "fact that

separate regions in California differ markedly from one an

other in the amount and kinds of food resources they offer

ed the 000 Indians and upon the similarity of economic adap

tation of the various groups within each region" (Beals and

Hester 1960: )4l) Furthermore9 they state that quite often

resources differed more in amount than in kind9 in which

cases their determination was based on relative importance0

The latter is an important point in regard to the c1assi

fication presented in this thesis: although two or more

of the focus areas to be introduced later in this dis

cussion included the same range of exploitable foodstuffs9
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there was a difference in their relative importance0 The

Boals and Hester classification is only indirectly affected

by technology0

The one basic fault of this classification (Table 2)

stems from an assumption that most of the groups in Cali.-

fornia represented only one ecological zone or type0 This

may have come down from Kroebers statement that the availa-

bility of a large range of foods was limited by the habits

of intense adherence to their limited soil followed by the

great majority of divisions among the Indians of California

(Kroeber 1953: 523). Beals d Hester implicitly recognize

that the Indians may have utilized more than one ecological

zone when they say that ttparttcular local groups of Califor-

nia in some cases had easy access to more than one type of

environment arid hence are sometimes not readily assignable

to a single ecological type" (Beals and Hester 1960: Ll2).

It would appear from the conclusions of a recent work on

Chumash subsistence an ecology (Landberg 1965) that more

than a few local groups might not be readily assignable to

a single ecological type0 This discrepancy is caused by

seasonality of the yearly round of collecting. Landberg

has shown that the Chuniash9 which Beals and Hester assign

to Type Ib, were also Type V gatherers in the seasons when

piscine migrations or inclement weather made fishing impos-

siblo unproductive9 or highly hazardous in the usual areas0

Thus the emphasized staples and ecological typo varied with
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the season0 The same situation was probably true for most

of coastal California south of the salmon fishing areas as

far as the tip of Baja California0

The Subsistence Focus

Because of the inconsistencies imposed in the

previous classification by seasonal transhumance accompan

ied by a shift in subsistence emphasis (i0e0 staples), the

typology proposed by Beals and Hester does not satisfy the

requirements of a system of classification flexible enough

to comprehend the multienvironmental collecting habits of

the California groups0 Therefore an alternative system is

in order0 This must include environmental and technological

criteria0 It should includes but not necessarily follows

climatic and floristic zones0 For these reasons I have cre

ated a system which is dependen.t upon all but favors none0

The most valid approach to the problem seems to be

in a classification which emphasizes the variety of subsis

tence staples as well aa th& qualitative types (e0g0 pro

teins starches eta: ) However it must also include the

technological responses to the subsistence staples: how

they re obtained or treated0 As a comprehensive term for

this I propose Subsistence Focus0 The subsistence focus

represents the area of a group!s subsistence pattern where

environment and technology interact to create a set of

phenomena peculiar to that culture or shared with similar

cultures in similar environrriertal situations0 Thus each
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and every group of Indians in the Northwest Frontier region

had a subsistence focus which tnay or may not have been

shared with the neighboring groups0 In reality there was

considerable sharing of traits pertaining to the subsistence

foci among all of the groups of the region0 Between the

groups living in adjacent areas it is often difficult to

distinguish any differences in the focus0 However there

is considerable difference over greater geographical distance,

Because of this gradation of subsistence focus traits it is

possible to construct Subsistence Focus Areas,

A subsistence focus area, or focus area, is of course

based on the concept of the subsistence focus, but also

includes the geographic area in which the series of traits

pertaining to a certain focus are concentrated0 It thus

takes on a more comprehensive aspect than the subsistence

focus: it is both a qualitative term for the interaction of

environment and technology, and a quantitative areal term0

As a unit the Subsistence Focus Area is felt to be flexible

and broad enough t be applicable in a number of different

situations, yet not so general as t o be useless as a mean

ingful classification scheme for aboriginal cultures in

their physical setting0

There are nine focus areas in the Northwest Frontier

region: (1) the CircurnSan Franctsco Bay area; (2) the South

em Coast Range and Transverse Range area; (3) the Southern

California-Baja California Pacific Slope area; (Lb) the Baja
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California Desert area; (5) the Baja California Cape area;

(6) the Sonora Desert area; (7) the Sonora Highlands area;

(8) the Sonora Littoral area9 and (9) the Yaqut-Nayo River

Lowlands area0

Within the focus areas where hunting and gathering
were the nile9 areas 1 through 5 and 89 the subsistence

base tended to have two distinct manifestationsan inland type
and a littoral type0 This has already been noted for the
Churnash but was probably true of most of the nonagricultural

groups living within reasonable proximity of the coast. The

littoral phase of the focus was seasonal with most groups
and was a supplement to foodstuffs obtained in their normal
gathering round inland0 The great dietary staple for most
of the year in the first three focus areas was the acorn9
although the southern end of Area 3 is near the southern

limit for this crop0 Kroeber (1939: 5344) suggests that:
Californian subsistence was built up about the
acorn; and the oak occurs more or less in all the
vegetational areas0 Even the densely shaded redwood
belt includes the tanbark oak (Lithocarpus) in its
typical association9 and the acorns of this oak were
most highly esteemed by the tribes that knew them0
The Great and smaller valleys to which a grassland
cover is ascribed9 contained9 along the streams and
Ln their moister portions9 groves of the large valley
ak which yielded perhaps the heaviest of all the

acorn crops0 Other oaks pervade the chaparral and
run up into the pine0 In fact9 what the map can only
show as uniform chaparral is actually an intimate
interdigitation of tracts of the smaller oaks and
specific chaparral (Arctostaphylos9 Adenostoma9
Ceano thus) 0
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In addition to the acorn replaced by mesquite and other
legumes and the edible cactacese and agaves in the desert
aras9 the inhabitants of all six of these focus areas
(i8) utilizod garriep fish9 and shellfish to varying degrees0
In those areas (69 7 9) where the indigenes were agrLcul
turaltsts9 the game of the area was used and quite probably
the products of the sea were objects of trade0

It is clear that the focus areas outlined thus far
fail into two distinct and rather basic groups: agricultural
and nonagri.cultural0 It would be possible on this basis
to establish two "Grand Subsistence Focus Areas9" but as

these are so implicitly obvious there La really no use in
setting them up0 However9 they must be recognized and given

due consideration0 In Table 3 the focus areas as I have
organized them are set forth along with the determining
fond staples and associated technology0 From the table it
is clear that there are not many dramatic changes in either
staples or technology from one focus eras to the next0 But

there are changes and they are the basis for the clessifica-

The vegetational changes between the northern part

of t region and the southern part are marked9 but the suc

cession of plant iLfo between the two extremes is generally

very gradual0 The vegetation of the Caitfornias, where

hunting and gathering was the way of life9 changes slowly

from the cool moist climate vartetisa such as acorns9 tibers9
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Fig. 8. Indian Groups of Alta California. Major lan-
guage families are shown. For topon7mics and names of local
groups, see Table 1. Map based on Kroeber (1937).
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berries, and hardseed plants noted by Mason (1912:206) for

the Salinans of the Circutn-San Fancisco Bay Focus Area to

the agaves, cacti, leguminous seeds, end roots eaten by the

Indians of the Baja California Desert Area (Aschmann 1959:

78-91)0

The food products of the several focus areas elicited

different technological responses from the inhabitants0 The

northernmost area had a less well developed grLrdtng and

pulping technology than did the next two to the south., The

common instrument among the tribes of this area (Area 1)

was the pounding slab with a loose basketry hopper (K1'Lmek

1935, Table L.) which was suited to the preparation of fleshy

foods but was not fully adequate for the types found farther

south., To the south (Area 2) the bed-rock mortar and milling

stone with mario came into use to deal with the harder,

smaller seeds and roDts which the aborigines had to utilize0

In the Southern CalifornLa-Baja California Pacific Slope

area (Area 3) there was plethora of types of grinding instru-

ments arid surfaces (Kiimek 1935, Table Lj)., However, these

were almost nonexistent in the Baja California Desert and

Cape areas (Area L. and 5) due largely to the fact that the

5tape food items were cactus fruits and agave hearts, but

also due to the enforced nomadism called forth by the envt

ronment., The heavy stone metates were not too portable,

though the Indians often had sets of bedrock mortars near

preferred gathering end camp sites throughout their range.,
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The types of animal foods available in each of the

focus areas did not vary so much as the plant foodsanimals

are ambulatory and can adapt much more easily to differing

habitats0 However, there are several diagnostic features in

the hunting technologies as well0 The rabbit net seems to

have been universal in distrtbutton, the rabbit c1ub or

sticks does not seem to have occurred north of Area 3 It

Is known from all the other areas0 Similarly the common

form of hunting bow in the two northernmost focus areas was

sinewbacked similar to those of the Northwest Coast region0

The unbacked selfbow was the common type throughout the

rest of the region0 Cane arrows with hardwood foreshafts

had the same distribution as stnewbacked bows forming a

minor hunting complex0 Circular shell fishhooks seem to

have been confined to the groups living in the northern pert

of Area 3, a distribution parallelled by that of plank and

dugout canoes0 The reed balsa was used in and around San

Francisco Bay (Area i) southern Area 3 Area (Baja Cali

fornia Cape) and emong the Sen of Area 8 (Kroeber 1937:

8l2lL)

These subsistence foci and focus areas have been

created to provide a system of classification for hunting

and gathering folk that has meaning in discussion of water

control and cultivation technology0 It is safe to say that

the linguistic classtfcatton Is irrelevant to the problem0

The culture area concept put forth by Kroeber is too broad
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and does not take technology sufficiently into account, while

the ecological types proposed by Beals and Hester are overly

micro-geographica1 in scope and do not consider technology

in sufficient degree0

The pertinence of my classification to the larger

problem of this thesis lies in the different environmentaL

responses of the groups in each of the focus areas and how

these responses affected the cultural change programs of the

missionartes who introduced agriculture0 As noted earlier9

all of the focus areas except the three agricultural ones

(69 7, 9) were marked by a seasonal transhutuance of the

occupants0 This was not random nomadism but rather a pat-

terned seasonbyseason round of hunting and collecting0

In the predominantly agricultural areas there was some dir

ected wandering at certain times of the year0

The beginning of the yearly round was in summer when

the fleshy fruits and berries ripened and some of the late

maturing grasses as well0 Toward the end of the summer the

acorns and small seeds began to mature and continued to dD

so well into autumn9 with the seeds lasting somewhat longer

than the acorns0 Summer and autumn were also the seasons

for bunting and fishing A significant percentage of the

fail harvest was stored for the winter months but was usually

consumed by early spring0 The latter was the lean season

for the Indians as there were very few seeds available

probably only a few grasses There were probably a few
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edible tubers and roots available too, but despite these the

Indians were primarily dependent upon the littoral and the

seas Spring is not the propitious part of the year to be

collecting along the coast9 either Dfl the Gulf of California

or the Pacific Ocean9 as this is the season of late storms

and heavy surf0 However9 Aschmann (1959: 1O34) estimates

that marine products made up only 2 percent of the average

annual diet of the inhabitants of the Central Desert of Baja

California9 but constituted about L.O percent of their diet

in the spring0 The only other food showing any appreciable

increase in the spring was agave, which jumped from 28 to

L5 percent of the diet0 These figures were based on food

value rather than weight or bulk (Aschmann 1959: 101) In

addition to the seasonal gathering round9 the utilization

of different ecological zones and total exploitation of the

environment are of significance0

Aboriginal sustenance was subjected to radical

changes after the establishment of the missions end after

the introduction of irrigation and watercontrDl made agri

culture possible0 The Indian population was reduced to at

least a semisedentary state, dependent on the localized and9

sometimes, greater mission food supply0 While the program

of reducing the Indians from freeroeming bands to sedentary

communitydwellers was generally successful9 it met with

greater success at some missions than at others0 Much of the

disparity may be ascribed to the personality of the priest



in charge of the mission, but some was undoubtedly due to the

character of the particular band of Indians0 If the glowing

reports of many of the missionaries were only half true9 most

of the Indians of the Northwest Frontier were quite willing

to give up their nomadic ways for the peace and stable food

supply df the nitsstons0 The shift from aboriginal to mission

economy brought with It the duties and rituals of a rigorous

neophyte life, but it also brought more and better foDd with

less travail than was possible in the wild state0 The great

est appeal of the mission was during the harsh, lean winter

and spring when wild foods were scarce0 Apostesy often ran

high during the rest Df the year0

It as in the shift from collecting to collective

production, then9 that the real impact of Spanish water

control technology is to be seen0 This point is made quLt

nicely, if somewhat obliquely9 by Forbes (1963) as he at

tempts to prove an entirely different and erroneous hypoth

eats, He purports to show that there were "aboriginal hor

ticulturists" among the missionized Indians of California0

He seems unable to distinguish the acculturated condition

from. the aboriginal condttton0 In "proving" his point he

cites several instances from the postcontact period where

Indians possessed and cultivated fields of their own9 comrn

pletely separated from any mission establishmentalthough

in some cases they were actusily farming for Spanish laymen

(Forbes 1963:. 7)0 This seems. to be a good illustration of



Fig. 9. Indian Groups of Baja California and Sonora.
Major language families are shown, For names of local
groups, see Table 1. Map based on Massey (19L1.9) and Spicer

(1963).
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the effectiveness of the niissLons directedchange program

but hardly supports the interpretation that the mission

Indians were aboriginal horticulturalists, even though they

were practicing agriculture of their own Volition0 In facts

the premises and conclusions of this thesis are a direct

contradiction of Frbs argument0

rjcu1tura1 Subsistence and Water Control

Across the Gulf of California in Sonora the situa

tLDfl was quite different0 All the Indians of this area

were cultivators, with the single exceptiDn of the Sari0

The impact of watercontrol systems on these natives was

therefore quite different from its influence on the Indians

of the Californias0 All of the preSpanish agriculture of

Sonora,9 except for some areas on the Rios Moctezutna and

Bavispe, was undertaken with same sort of watercontrol to

supplement or enhance the natural rainfall0 The forms of

supplemental water supply were several,9 and their dtstrtbu

tion coincided roughly with cultural boundaries0 The most

sophisticated form of watercontrol was the canal irrigation

of the Gus Pima, the Pima Bajo, and Opata0 Only slightly

less sophisticated was the ak chin farming of the Papago0

Considerably less sophistication was shown by the Yaqui and

Mayo, and some Pirnan groups as well0 Their farming was

basically floodplain cultivation, with some minor technologt

cal improvements0
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The range of canal irrigation in Sonora at contact

was quite large: from the Gila River south to the Upper Rfo

Yequi, and from the valley of the San Pedro River west to

the Colorado River0 It is of particular import to this

study that canal systems were probably the only type of abo

riginal water-control practice that the priests could relate

to their oin European backgrounds0 It is not to imply that

floodplain or ak chin irrigation was beyond the technologi

cal comprehension of the priests, but rather that they would

have been unfamiliar with it from their European experiences0

In any case, probably none of the principles of the various

irrigation techniques found in the Northwest Frontier

region were totally new to the Padres who had seen many

similar practices in previously raissionized areas0 The best

reconstruction of aboriginal irrigation is that provided h,r

Castetter and Bell (19L2) for the Gila River Pimas0 This

sort of irrigation has a long antiquity on the Gila Rivers

extending back to the beginnings of the Christian era at

the Hohokam site f Snaketown0 The remains of several pre

historic canal systems in the Salt River Valley have been

survc-ed excavated, mapped9 and reported in the arctaeolDgi

cal journals (Gladwin et al 1937, Haury l9L5, Turney l929

Woodbury l96O) The water supply for these and later Fima

systems came from one of the large rivers coursing through

the area0 Water was diverted tnto canals by either a brush

dam or a brush weir (Castetter and Bell l9Lj2: l5859)
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The dam was constructed of stout mesquite pilings
driven into the river bed in a staggered line0 Willow

branches were then woven between them and tied in place0

Then bundles of arrowweed were closely fitted together on

the upstream face0 Rocks and 1ogs and probably other
debris as well, were often used to complete the construction
and stabilize the dam0 Diversion weirs which were placed

diagonally in the streanibed, rather than straight across
as in the case of danlsD were less substantially built0 They

usually consisted only of poles set into the bed with mes
quite branches placed among thena to form a fairly thick wall
of brush (Castetter and Bell l9L2: l59). To anyone familiar

with the flow of desert streams during the flood stages it
is obvious that the longevity of such structures would not
be greatusually a year at most0 HoweverD it is doubtful

that an earthfill darn or masonry darn such as was built in
the Celifornias by the missionaries would have survived

longer0 The canals of nineteenth century Pines were reported
to be ten feet deep and four to six feet across at the in
take (Grossman l673 )4l8) These were small compared to the

Hohokam canals at Pueblo 0-rande which measured 20 and 33

feet across aiid 13 and 10 feet deep (Woodbury 1960: 276)

No headgates were used for stopping or diverting

flow in the canals0 Instead small brush dams were placed

in the ditches (Castetter and Bell l9L2: l9) Opinion

seems to be divided on the manner of irrigation of individual
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fields,. Edward S. Curtis stated that water was simply
dipped out of the canals and carried to individual plants9
but Castetter and Bell seem positive that earth borders
were erected around the fields and the water turned into them
directly from the canal (Castetter and Bell 19)42: l6O)

Another type of canal irrigation used by the Pima
Alto9 but not reported for either the Pirna Bajo or the Opata9
is a channeled f1ood-water technique0 This consisted of
leading small ditches from arroyos to their fields to take
advantage of the short floods resulting from desert thunder
storms0 This is probably the type of construction found in
remnant form near the Haag figure on the desert slopes
north of Sacaton, Arizona9 on the Gila River Indian Reserva

tion (Pitna)0

The latter is different from the floodwater irrLgs
tion practiced among the Papago in which relatively little
attempt to control the water by means of canals was exer
cised, but other associated forms of water control were
often quite complex This type of irrigation has been
termed ak'chin by Bryan (l929) The basic principle is
one of spreading the flood waters over the alluvial flat at
the mDuth of an arroyo0 The critical factor in ak chin
farming9 which is only partially ameliorated by proper control
works, is field location Each field must receive sufficient
water but not so much that it washes out the plants0 The

control devices used are many. consisting of shallow ditches
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(not canals), dikes or wings of brush and earth enibankments

or levees. Larger ditches with laterals are used to diverts,

distribute, and retain water (Cas totter and Bell 19142: l68

69). There is no way to dam and store these watersthey

must be used to greatest advantage while they are still

flowing.

The three types of irrigation systems just described

wore really the only water control systems in use in Sonora

at contacts They were designed primarily for the conveyance

or distribution of water rather than storage0 There ares

however, some reports of reservoirs and dams in Sonora par

ticularly among the Papago0 Castetter and Boll (l9Li.2:: 162)

note a prehistoric reservoir used by the Papago in connection

with a canal system0 The same authors state that "small

earthen dams, or represa5I were built to impound flood wat

for stock and household use (19142:. 143)o They also mention

(19142: 70) that a group of Sand Papago (Areneos) of north

western Sonora used a reservoir supplied from permanent

springs, which seried to water fields of a bolsa type (19142

143), However, it is impossible to determine from the

staternents context whether this was an aboriginal or an

introduced pattern0 It is most probable that this particular

bolsa system was the result of an unsuccessful attempt at

directed cultural change by the Bureau of Indian Affairs on

the Papag9 Reservation in the United States (Dobyns l95l)
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For the contact poriod Manje noted reservoirs near

Case Grands in his diary (Karns l9St.: 9l) These few records

of water storage facilities suggest that the collection and

impoundment of water was already an established procedure

when the Europeans arrived on the Scene0 There is nothing

esoteric about the idea of storing water9 but it does

require a kind of far'sightedness and perception which is

often erroneously assumed to have been lacking among Indians

before white contact0

A fourth type of irrigation9 used in Sonora prior to

contact, may or may not be considered water-contro10 This

was floodplain irrigation augmented by bolsas0 It may be

argued that because floodplain irrigation involves no direc

tion or regulation of the flow of water9 it does not constt

tute watercontrol0 Beals feels9 that although this was t'

traditional method of watering crops among the Cahitan

peoples of Sonora9 it did not constitute watercontro1 or

irrigation: "Only to a slight degree does raodern agriculture

follow aboriginal patterns0 Most agriculture depends on

irrigation, almost certainly an introduced technique0" (Beals

l9L.3 )4)

To evaluate this situation, it must be recognized that

the Yaqut and Mayo were cultivating fields at first contact

with Europeans0 Also9 because of climatic conditiDna, dry

farming would have been out of the question0 In fact, it

Seems doubtful that a single flood could have provided quite
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enough moisture to successfully raise a crops, when the

runoff and evaporation rates for this area are consjored0

It thus appears that the bolsa was a logical watercontro1
modification designed to enhance the water retentiDn proper

ties of the landscape0

At first glance the bolsa is a relatively unsophisti

cated device, but its simple appearance belies the ingenuity

of its conception0 It is, however, a type of structure which

could have considerable antiquity in the area as it may be

constructed with the simplest of digging implements0 The

construction of a bolsa, described by Dobyns (1951: 25) con

sists of erecting a moderately high dike or border around a

plot of ground up to 15 acres in area0 Water is run in to

form a pond l236 inches in depth0 The bolsa is then left

until the water has soaked in0 After absorption the ground

is plowed to loosen it and destroy capillarity, the seeds

are planted, and surface is dragged with brush to form a

"dust mulch0" If there has been enough water and the plot

has been properly prepared, evaporation is held to a minimum

and enough moisture remains to grow a successful crop0

The bolsa system as presently utilized would be

tmprtical for the aboriginal cultivator because he simply

would not have the earthmoving ability to build l5acre

bolsas with borders five feet high0 The size of the plots

would undoubtedly have been smaller in the mission period0

The rest of the operation could therefore have been scaled
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down accordingly, including the amount of water necessary0

The borders would only have had to be one or two feet high

and the water could have come from the flooding of the rivers0

The Yaqut and Mayo Rivers often flooded twice annu

ally due to the two precipitation maxima each year0 It

would have been a relatively simple matter to locate a series

of bolsas in such a manner that at least one or two would

have been overtopped and filled by the flood waters but not

washed out0 Then when the flood waters receded the bolsas,

would be left full0 The "reservoir" action of the boise,

plus the amount of water which would naturally soak in during

the flood, would probably have provided ample water for a

crop0 With the floods past and the water absorbed, it would

have been a relatively simple matter t o break up the top

soil with a digging stick or primitive hoe9 plant the crop9

and drag the surface0

While Dobyns (1951) does not make it clear whether

the "Bolseros" of Sona were Mexicans or Ysquis, Studhalter

(1936: 121) descrbes a similar technique in use among the

Yaqut. This is a small plot, one hundred square feet at

most, used for the cultivation of onions, garlic, tomatoes,

tobaco, and sugar cane0 It is constructed like a small

boise and the water is applied manually with buckets0

Each of the irrigation techniques enumerated was

necessitated by and adapted to a particular conibinatton of

landfortn9 water source, nd climate0 The canal irrigation
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of the northern Sonora region was fitted to the larger semi

permanent streams which presumably did not have quite the

broad, flat floodplains necessary for the simpler floodplain
form of cultivation0 Canalized flood water and ak chin sys

terns were adapted to locales with intermittent streams and

sufficiently large watersheds to provide a suitably substan
tial runoff during summer rains0

One feature of the aboriginal agricultural subsis
tence of the eastern part of the Northwest FrDntier region
is that almost all cultivation was Lrrigatedpracttcally
all of the early sources note some form of irrigation over
the entire area0 Dry farming was practiced where feasible,

generally in the higher valleys of eastern Sonora (Ocaranza
1933: l7L-79; Castetter and Bell 19L2 l) There is no

doubt that farming was the principal and preferred subsis
tence activity of all groups in the area9 except the Sen0
However, ample use was made of the many wild products of the

desert and mountains0 Beals (l9L.3: 11) noted that among

Cahitans the more productive perennials9 especially mesquite

(Prosopis ), pitahaya (Lernairocorus and Guam1

obil (?), were left standing when fields were cleared for
culttvation0 Russell (1908), Castetter and Bell (19L1.2),

and Eze1l (1961) all make note of the annual collecting

expeditions among the GUe Pimas to supplement their cu1ti

vated food supply0 The Papago ipade even greater use of

their wild environment for this purpose0 It is probable



that the agrtcultural Indians looked upon the natural food

supply as a source of emergency ratLons in extremely poor

years and as a source of Variety and supplementary food

in better years.



WATER SYSTEMS

Having discussed the environment and subsistence

patterns of the Northwest Frontier regions, we must now turn

to the missions themselves and the measures they instituted

for the purposes of water management0 it is pertinent here

to examine the heritage of the watercontro1 and utilization

techniques brought to the Northwest by the missionaries0

There are two a priori assumptions which one may make about

the missionaries who constructed the irrigation and domestic

water systems0 The first is that most oI them knew the rudt

ments of irrigation technology before they reached this cor

ner of New Spain0 The second is that they were inclined to

use European techniques before using those of the Indians

(this may not have been true in the case of the Yaqui and

Mayo)0 The latter assumption stems from the fact that

despite their religious humLlity the fathers felt a defin

ite cultural and technological superiority to their charges

hence they would first try to use the methods they felt to

be superior0

The first of the assumptions above is dictated by

the background and training of the missionaries0 Most of

them were from Europe9 and many of those from Spa in0 Many

of the non-Spanish priests received training in one of the

Colleges of their order in Spain before setting out for the
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New World0 Irrigation is a basic feature of the Spanish

countryside, one which would be bard to ignore0 Spain is

also a rugged and broken land of mountains and river valleys

not unlike much of the Northwest Frontier0 The north coast

of Spain, on the Bay of Biscay, is composed primarily of old

dissected mountains with many streams0 To the east are the

Pyrenees and in the center of the peninsula is the Meseta

Central, a vast dissected end dessicated upland encircled

by mountains0 On the west is a long rolling slope to the

Portuguese coast0 Several long and large rivers provide the

drainage for most of the peninsula: the Guadalquivtr and

Ebro are the two most important of these0 Most of Spain is

semi-arid0 The predominant climatic types in the K6ppen

climatic classification system are Csa (Mediterranean warm

summer) and Cab (Mediterranean cool summer)0 Eowever the

south (Andaluca) and several areas of the Meseta are classt

fled as BS (steppe)0 The areas of Mediterranean and steppe

climate constitute the major part of the country and one of

the 'Two Spainst1 noted by Foster (l96O 23) The other

Spain "Wet Spain" is the north coast which has a climate

similar to the British Isles0

"Dry Spain" is quite similar in character to the

region we are considering in this thesis0 Precipitation

figures range from less than 200 mm0 (8 in0) to 750 mm0

(29 In0) in some of the more humid Inland areas0 The mean

for the area must be on the order of 32535O mm0 (l3lL1. tn0)0



But s with most areas of Mediterranean climate9 the rainfall

is extremely erratic so that torrential rains one year may

be followed by four or five years of drought0 For this reason

chronic water shortage has always been a problem in Spain

(Foster 1960: 23)

Irrigation is at least as old as the Moorish conquest

and quite varied in its refinements,, Foster provides a good

summary of techniques (1960: 62L.) The preferred method

is gravity flow0 This is handled by a complex of main

ditches (acequlas tuadres) and laterals (brazales):0 Where

such a system is not feasible other techniques are relied

upon0 This has resulted in a proliferation of waterliftLng

devices0 The most common device is the noria9 an endless

chain of buckets or other containers fastened to a loop

which rotates around a pair of cogged wheels set one below

the other into a well0 The well is normally dug about one

meter into the water table0 The noria loop must be long

enough to bring the water from the level of the water table

to the surface of the ground0 Power is supplied by a blind

folded donkey or mule which is hitched to a long sweep that

turns a vertical shaft geared to the top wheel of the norta0

As t:e animal walks in circles the buckets of water are

raised0 This device is claimed to have one great advantage:

so little water is extracted that the water table is never

seriously disturbed0 In places along the Mec1iter0anean

coast the norta has been combined with a captype windmill



which provides the power to operate the none0 These are

often found in conjunction with reservoirs to provide water

when the winds fail0

Another device is the hydraulic water wheel acea9

or Perstan water wheol0 This is a rather basic idea but

often involves complicated construction0 These wheels9

usually of great width and diameter9 are powered by stream

flow0 They are designed for use i,there a stream channel has

cut in so far that it has become impractical to conduct

water directly into a ditch0 The lower portion of the

wheel rims are submerged in a flowing stream where the water

applies force against blades set between them causing the

wheel to rotate0 Buckets around the circumference fill with

water, emptying at the top of the rotation into a ditch or

reservotz0

Another form of water wheel uses manpower for pro

pulston0 This wheel too consists of rims with buckets or

chambers around their c.Lr curnferences0 Between the rtms

cleats are fastened so that a man may climb them as he would

a ladder0 His weight turns the wheel0 These are similar tD

Chinese foot-operated wheels0 Indeed9 Foster states that

he s seen this type constructed of bamboo in the Rto

Balsas basin in Mexico0 This was the main route to the

Valley of Mexico for Oriental goods brought by the Manila

Galleons0 Thus, the wheel was probably introduced from the

Orient rather then Spain0
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Another form of water raising device is the tahona0

The principle of this fliachifle is that of the simple lever0

The arm of the lever is a tapered trough to 3O meters

in length which rests upon a masonry wall (or dirt bank)

alongside a canal0 One end Is closed off to make a sort of

scoop0 This is dipped into the canal and filled with water0

The other end, counter"weighted with a stone, is depressed

until It Is lower and the water runs out through that end0

It is an exhausting and inefficient method of diverting

water, probably only feasible on very small plots of grDund0

Although Foster (1960: 68-9) claims that none of

these mechanisms with the exception noted above was used

in Mexico, there are several records of the noria having

been used In California during the mission period0 Moreover,

other workers have observed norias in various areas of

Mexico0 Any and all of them could have been used to advan-

tage at many places in New Spain0 The lack of records seems

strange, particularly as there are definite notations of

their use in California (Webb l92: 689, 76)0 There are

two possible explanations of this: (1) they were not

mentioned in the documentary materials of the time end did

not urvtve into recent times, or (2) the Padres were not

possessed of enough technological ability to construct these

machines on their own so that It was not until artisans

were imported to the region that their construction was

undertaken0 The first of these hypotheses Is the more
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likely since nones would have been mere domestic appurtenan-

ces, not really worthy of note in the official records and

reports of the missionaries0 Furthermore0, as they were

made largely of woods, the probability of archaeological

preservation and recovery would be slight0

Another characteristic of Iberian agriculture which

appears in the New World is the multiple use of water via

complex control systems0 That this is common practice

throughout Spain and the rest of the arid and semi-arid

world should perhaps be simply taken for granted0 However9

it is 'important to this study that the concept be elucidated

and expanded0 In its basic form it consists of tapping a

water source and carrying the water to its point of ultimate

use through as many water-using (but not consuming) devices

as possible. Thus9 water might be taken frDrn a spring or

stream and passed through a canal to a mLllpond, whence it

flows past a mill-wheel to provide power0 It may then be

channeled into another reservoir from which part of it may

flow to a decorative fountain and part of a lavandera or

laundry tank0 From either or both of these the water

may be turned into stock-watering tanks0, or onto the fields,

or perhaps to a tannery, pottery, or winery. A good example

of this type of system in Spain is provided by Pitt-Rivers

(1961: lL.lLj.) in his study of a village in Andalucfa, While

his description refers principally to a dispute over tradi-

tional vs. de fac to water rights in the village, it Lllus'
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trates the principle of multiple use of water quite well0

Nany exatuples of this were extant in t.he Northwest Frontier

region as well0

Because of the large number of missions in the

region, and the great variation in quantity and quality of

information on water systems available for the various

missions, I feel it is inappropriate to discuss the material

in terms of individual missions (however, the appendix at

the end of the volume cites the available information on a

naLsston-by-mission basis)0 It is more fruitful to analyze the

systems in terms of the types of constructions used and the

rationale behind each type as it relates to local conditions0

In general it has been found that very few contempor

ary descriptions of water management are available for most

of the region0 This is due to several factors0 First, the

nen responsible for the construction of the systems undoubt

edly felt that there was little need to describe new con

struction of the systems in their annual reports (.Anuas) to

the college under whose auspices they worked: such systems

were commonplace and part of the daily existence of the

missions0 Second9 the occasional reports of the apostolic

administrators on the missions under their supervision

indicate that these men neither needed nor cared to describe

in detail the material accomplishments of the individual

missions0 The primary objective of the Church was saving

the souls of their Indian wards0 Thus5, most of these re
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ports indicate only that a certain mission had an Lrriga

tion system which provided water for plantings of maize,

wheat, and fruit trees0 Third, over much of the area,

interested outside observers were few and infrequent, and

only a small minority of these bothered to record their

observations. Of those records that were made, many have

been lost or destroyed,, Fourth, many of the records which

were made of water systems undoubtedly lie unknown and unused

in various archives of the Church and of the Spanish and

Mexican Governments,

Matters are further complicated by the fact that

many of the systems have either totally or partially

disappeared, or, as in the case of many of the Sonora missions,

are still in use today, virtually indistingtiishable in con

struction from systems built only twenty to fifty years ago,

In addition, there has been very little archaeology done

that might shed some light on the problem0 Here again the

current and continuing use of church establishments is a

problem in much of Sonora and Baja California, The situation

is somewhat better in Alta California where archaeology

has been undertaken at the sites of Sonoma (Bennyhoff and

Elsa;ser l95LJ, San Antonio de Padue (unpublished at this

time), San Luis Ray (Soto 1961), and Santa Barbara (un

published at this time), In addition, extensive descrip

tions are available for most of the California missions and

the northernmost Baja California missions (Neigs l93 and
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and Sauer and Meigs 1927) However9 no recognized archaeo

logists have worked in the missions of southern Baja Ca1ifor

nia, with the possible exception of William C Massey of the

University of Florida who currently is doing research in

this part of the Peninsula0 Little archaeology has been

done in Sonoran missions0 Also9 there is very little

documentary evidence from the latter two areas0

Types of WaterControl Construction

In many areas of mission watercontrol technology9

it has been possible to create a typology for the control

devices0 These categorizations are not definitive, nor do

they represent the end product of this study0 Rather, they

are convenient, natural categories whtch permit the discussion

of some of the devices in terms of generalized features held

in common0 The discussion of water-control technDlogy will

proceed from the better known to the less well known and

from the generalized widespread types to more specialized

types0

Dams

It may be stated without equivocation that the dam9

the cequia, and the reservoir were the three most Lmpor

tent features in most of the watercontrol systems built by

the Missionary Fathers of the Northwest Frontier0 These

three phenomena are by far the most commonly encountered

of all the types which have been catalogued for the region0



They may all be generally assumed to exist together at most

places where any one of them existed0 There are a large

number of missions at which no record of such constructions

exists, particularly in Sonora0 However, I suggest that, in

the absence of specific evidence to the contrary, at least

these three types of construction existed at any mission in

the Frontier region that had irrigated agriculture0

A few missions had no formal water system, such as

Loreto and Guadalupe in southern Baja California (Engel-

hardt 1908: 1431, l77) Others, such as San Borja (Asch

mann l99: 2214),Descanso, and Santo Tomes (Neigs l93:'
109, 89) in Baja California, and San Luis Rey (Englehardt

1921: 141, l) in Alta California were dependent on springs

or marshes for their water supply rather than a river or

an arroyo0

Dams may be grouped into three functional categories:

(1) water diversion, (2) water storage, and (3) water lift (to

provide sufficient head to power a mill or overcome defic-

iencies of grade in ditches)0 It would be a problem to find

a dam which served only one of these purposes0 Practically

all of the dams in the region served at least two, and many

all hree. The only single-purpose dams were the brush

diversion weirs used in the earlier years of many of the

missions before more permanent structures could be erected0

Their seive-like cnstructton rendered them unfit for any-

thing but diversion0 Storage dams were almost always used
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to d5vert water tnto the rest of the watercontro1 system

and water-lifting types were generally used for storage and

diversion as well0

Dams may also be classified by their mode of construc

tton0 However, as noted above, a definite correlation exists

between use and construction0 A classification according to

type of construction is as follows:

10 Brushwork
a0 full width of stream
b0 less than full width (weir)

2 Earthfill
a0 unfaced; mounded earth
b0 mounded earth with rock or cobble

facing
c0 cribbed logs with earth fill
Nas onry
a0 mortared stone
b0 mortared burned brick or tile
c0 sun-baked adobe brick

Type 1 consisted of poles or logs (where available)

set into the dry bed of the arroyo or intermittent stream

with the tops angled a few degrees from vertical upstream
Generally an attempt was made to interlace these foundation

posts with some kind of poles or branches for additional

support, and then twigs limbs reeds grassy or brush

were piled against the upstream face of the framework0

When the streambed filled with waters the weir allowed

much of the flow to pass through but provided enough resis-

tance to divert a considerable amount into a canal system

or reservoir0 They were generally non-permanent0
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Although the distinction is not made in mission

records, it is worthwhile noting the difference between

brush dams, which extended the full width of the stream9

and weirs that extended only part way0 One should be able

to make a strong correlation between these two types and

the size stream on which each was used0 It may be logically

assumed that given a watercourse with a large flood capacity

it would be unnecessary9 impractical9 and uneconomical to

construct one of these darns the full width of a stream0 A

brush darn or weir has far less ability to impound water

than one of earth or masonry0 A tightly made brush dam can

raise the water level of a stream considerably while it is

flowing9 but it will not retain the water for any length of

time after the flow ceases0 Then there was often the risk of

diverting more water than the associated canal system was

capable of carrying0 Such an indiscretion would not be

unlike suddenly doubling the current in an electrical sys

temthe weak points on the circuit are soon found out0

Therefore, it may be postulated the Padres probably built

full width dams only in small arroyos or creeks9 and in

the larger watercourses used the more practical weir0

The temporary nature of brush dams is perhaps as

important an asset as it was a liability0 Because they are

subject to desctruction by violent streamflow9 they do not

beck up large quantities of silt to clog ditches and make

frequent cleaning a necessity0 Also9 because they were easy
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to build, they were often the precursors of later, more

permanent dams.

Earth-fill clams were probably used principally for

diverting and impounding water0 It is doubtful but not

impossible that they could have been used for longterrn

storae0 They might have been used to raise water to pro-

vide pressure for a mill0 The crudest type of earth-fill

dam is built of mounded earth, with no facing to curb

erosion. It is only a dirt bank placed crosswise in an

arroyo or stream. It is not particularly stable nor is it

efficient--water can percolate through one quite easily,

depending on the density of the soil from which it is

built0

Except for the resistance provided by the greater

weight of the earth of which it is conaposed, the earth-fill

dam is little more permanent than a brush dam0 The second

type of earthen dam is simply a variation of the first0 It

consists of a mounded earth core with rock or stream cobble

facing of varying thickness0 The facing is unmortared and

was either individually set9 approximating masonry, or

dumpe at random over the surface of the fill0 The latter

methcJ lends itself more to the use of smaller rocks and

gravel, The facing makes this type of earthfill dam con

siderably more stable than the first typo9 but not much

more suitable for water storage or water lifting0
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The third type of eerthfj11 dam is a cribbed log

style0 It has not been reported as occurring in the North-

west Frontier area9 but I am including it because it is of

some interest and could have had a limited distribution in

the region, Basically it consists of a shell built of logs

in the manner of a corn crib0 The spaces between logs were

not chinked but the whole structure was filled with dirt

and rocks0

An interesting variation of the earthfi1l dam,

transitional between it and the masonry types, is reported

from Mission Santa Catarina in Baja California (Meigs l935

l23) It consisted of large granite boulders placed across

the stream bed and filled in between with earth0 It was

approximately eight feet high0

The most permanent dams built in the region were

masonry. They were probably the ultimate in desirability0

Practically all misstcns for which detailed information

is available had this type of dam0 In many instances it suc

ceeded a brush or eerthfill type0 Because of the solid,

impervious nature of the type, one structure was sufficient

for all three functiDnal categories described above0 There

is little difference between the first two subtypes of this

forrn-niortared stone and mortared burned brick or tile0

The distinction between the two is based on the complexity

of construction0 For a burned brick dam it is necessary to

Construct kilns for firing the brick as well as molding the
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brick before firing0 All forms of masonry dams require a

lime kiln for manufacturing the mortar0 At San Diego

where large quantities of mortar were used in the dam and

aqueduct, several ktlns were built along the route of the

aqueduct and near the dam to shorten the distance that the

mortar needed to be hauled (Green 1933: 32, 75),

For all of the Northwest Frontier region we have only

one detailed description of a masonry dam--that at Mission

San Diego0 A comprehensive study of the entire water system

at this mission was undertaken by a civil engineer, F. E,

Green (l933) The dam was approximately 20 feet long, 10

feet wide, and 12 feet high0 It was constructed of uncoursed

rubble and natural cobbles0 The upstream face was vertical,

made with cobbles having one flat face and so placed that the

surface of the dam was flat, Green states that the flat

surface provided more strength than if the facing had been

rough or irregular (1933: 31), The downstream face of the

dam slants about 5° from the vertical0 The toe of this face

had a horizontal extension of one to two feet to prevent

undermining by water coming over the top, In addition, this

face was left irregular to prevent water flowing over the top

from descending the face in a sheet: it was deflected and

broken up by the protruding cobbles, This was further pro-S

tection against undermining0 Between the two masonry faces

was a fill of rubble, stream gravel, and cobbles,
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Toward one end of the structure is the flood gate

which is twelve feet wide and eight and oneha1f feet froni

flow line to the top of the dam0 The gate opening is faced

with tiles and slotted to receive some type of gate, or per

haps just logs, which closed it off to create a forebay

(reservoir) with a c8pacity of about 20 acre-feet0

At the opposite end of the dam from the flood gate

was the outlet to the aqueduct which led down the gorge be

low the dam to the mission land0 Between the aqueduct

and the outlet channel was the wheel box for a grist mill

(described in more detail later)0 The outlet box was con

structed of evenly laid tile and covered with a granite

slab0 The upstream opening was 23 feet high and )43 feet

wide0 The downstream end was 07 feet high and 26 wide0

Set into this was round tile pipe9 305 inches in diameter.

which was the actual outlet into the ditch0 Of the 20-acre-

foot capacity of the forebay, six acrefeet were above the

flow line of this outlet box0 Thus9 the maximum volume

of water which could be obtained to power the mill was

slightly less than six acrefeet (1,950,450 gallons)0 One

additional feature of the San Diego dam that Green describes

is a ttle drain" which was situated near the center of the

dam some four feet below the outlet box and three feet below

the bottom (flow line) of the flood gate0 Green postulates

(po 37) that this was used tD tap off the silt which collected

above the darn6



Ftg0 100 San Dtego Mtssion dani and aqueduct0
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The burned brick type of dana construction would have

been very similar to this in most respects0 Several small

differences would have been unavoidable, however9 It would

have been very difficult to construct a rough wall such as

the downstream wall at San Diego out of burnt adobe0 It is

also ulfiLkely that dams the size of the one at San Diego

would have been constructed of burned brick simply because

of the large number of bricks required0

The sun-baked adobe brick type of dam was probably

comparatively rare in the region0 It could not have been a

very permanent structure as the bricks dissolve in water,

and it would not have been cemented with lime mortar but,

rather, joined with adobe mud0 Meigs (1935: 76) notes that

the arroyo at San Telmo, Baja California, was spanned by an

adobe dam0 At Santo Domingo, Baja CalifDrnia, the same

writer states (p0 68) that "according to local tradition,

there was formerly a low adobe dana across the arroyo near

the present upper ends of the acequias," which was subse-

quently borne out by investigation0 It is nowhere stated,

however, that these adobe dams were constructed of adobe

bricft,. It is possible that they were made of puddled adobe0

Re servo irs

Reservoirs could be discussed as a sub-category of

dams: their functions differ only in degree0 However, the

forms taken by each of the two are quite different0 Also,
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a dam is almost a prerequisite to the proper functioning of

a canal system while a reservoir is not0 There were several

cases in the region of ditch systems being constructed with

out danis but they were rare0 One example is the Mission San

Francisco de Borja in Baja California0 Here the water supply

came from springs and no dam was needed0 The padres built

a reservoir to store the water until it was needed at the

mission or in the fields (Aschmann 1959: 22L.)0 In this in-

stance a reservoir was a necessary concomitant of an irriga.

tion system0

Reservoirs had three basic forms0 The first was the

excavated type where the body of the reservoir is hollowed

out of the ground0 A large part of the capacity is thus

belcw ground level0 The second type is built up above the

surface of the ground0 The third is the natural reservoir0

The latter is usually a natural tank in the rocks a pond in

a stream channe1 or a marsh or ponded spring0 It is dtffL

cult in such a case to determine whether such a feature

should be classtfisd es a water source or a reservoir0 The

term Hreservojr is used whenever the natural form has been

tn any way modified to improve its storage characteristics

or fi1itate access to the water stored therein0 One

example of this type of reservoir was that at Mission San

Luts Ray in CalifDrnta0 The water level in a raised marsh

was elevated by hauling in dirt to raise the bottoms and then

dams or retaining walls were built to impound and control the
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water (Engelhardt 1921: l) There is9 however9 a degree

of overlap in use and form in this case as the marsh was a

natural water a ource nd the dams or retaining walls would

tend to remove the system from the reservoir category0 On

a purely pragmatic basis9 however9 it is felt that this

particular feature shDuld be classed as a reservoir9 with

the dams and the natural water source being considered as

secondary features0 The example illustrates quite well

some of the difficulties encountered in the classification

of water control phenomena0 No underground reservoirs are

reported n the region0

Reservoirs may be further classified on the basis

of detailet features or techniques of construction0 The

simplest form is the dtrtwa11ed variety which is primarily

of excavated construction9 but it may be of an aboveground

bankced type0 The second type is the masonry walled variety0

As one would expect9 this type is usually found in an above

ground form0 Plasterwelled construction forms a third type

which may be either excavated or aboveground0 A fourth

type spans all the three preceding categories0 It is stone

face3 construction0 This involves lining the dirt walls of

a ta: with uninortared cobbles to approximate the effect

of masonry or plaster0

Reservoirs had a great number of uses in the mission

irrigation systems0 All of them were used to impound water

for later use0 However, there were many shades of difference



Fg0 1] ReservoirS at Santa Ins0 Dtagram at top

probably represents a true reservoir0 That at the bottom

is undoubtedly a lavandera0
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Ftg. 12, Reservotr at Tumaccori0 Listed in Beaubien
(1937: 21t.a) as Problematical Structure, No0 75
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in their function0 Some reservoirs stored water to be used

for driving the waterwheels of grist mills0 Others were

used as intermediate water sources in field irrigation sys

tenis0 This type would be filled overnight and used for

irrigation the following day,, Others were used to store

water for long periods of tinieetther as an emergency sup

ply or as a reserve after the streams dried up0 Still others

were used as domestic water sources on the mission grounds-

a place for the Padres and neophytes to secure the water

necessary for the.r daily activities0 And some were, as

mentioned above, used as a primary water source for an

entire watercontrol system0

Acequias

An analogy may be made between the human body and

water systems0 The dam is the heart of the water system

and acequias are the arteries0 Water cannot just be

collected and impoundedtt must be conveyed to the places

where it will be uaed There are two principal ways in

which this might be done: in open channels or in closed

channels. Two forms of the first types of cDnductor are

fount at the missLons the acequia and the aqueduct0 The

second type of conductor (closed channel) is herein termed

a conduit0 Both conduits and aqueducts wLll be discussed

in more detail below0
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It is useful to consider the problems which the Pad

res faced in constructing their ditches0 The first was

finding a suitable source of water0 Once this was solved

they were faced with the mechanical problems of actual con

struction of a ditch Obviously in an open ditch the water

must flow downhill, so that it was necessary to tap a source

that was higher than the points at which the water was to be

used0 However, the differential in elevation cannot be too

great lest the water erode the banks of the ditch0 It is

also necessary to maintain a relatively even gradient along

the course of the ditch to prevent excessive erosion or'

deposition on that quarter it is necessary to maintain a

uniform capacity in the ditch for the same reasDns0

Another factor to be considered is the nature of

the soils over which the acequta passes Soil that is too

porous results in seepage losses9 in which case ths ditch

should be lined0 Another potential source of loss is evapo

ration, so the dttch must either be made as short as possible

or it must be so designed that water surface area is reduced

to a minimum0 This was generally solved either by making

the channel deeper in proportion to its width9 or by butld

ing a reservoir at some intermediate point where the water

could be stored during times of peak evaporation9 or brought

in at night to be used in the morning9 thus eliminating a

long run in the ditch during sunlight hours0 This system

was used at San Diego (Green 1933: 26) and San Fernando
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Ve1icat (Sauer and Meigs l927, Fig0 L; Aschmann l99

227).9 and La PurCsima of Alta California (Webb l92: 7L)0

It also seems to have been used at Tumaccori (Atwell 1935,

Sheet 1)9 and probably many other missions for which there

are no records remaining0

There are two basic variations of the acequia found

in the Northwest Frontier region 1) unlined9 and 2) lined0

Unlined ditches were by far the more common variety as the

construction of one involved little more than marshaling

the Indians into a work gang9 giving them the necessary

tools9 and starting them to work under the supervision of

a missionary or skilled overseer0 Such a ditch9 of indeter

minate size9 was completed in four days by 50 Indians with

pickaxes and crowbars at La Purisima (Engelhardt 1932a:

25) /he ditch referred to by Erigelhardt is probably one

of several extending down the small valley in which the

mission lies0 If so9 it would have been no more than 16

inches wide by 8 inches deep9 and no more than 2 miles in

length0 The restored ditches at La Pursima are all stone

and p.aster lined but I am sure the linings were added

somewhat later than the occasion mentioned by Engelhardt07

The uilined ditch has several drawbacks9 especially where

water is a precious item0 Therefore many of the missions

lined at least part of their acequia network0
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Lined ditches prevented9 or at least forestalled?
seepage losses end erosion0 The linings took three forms:
(1) unmortared stone or brick, (2) plaster9 and (3) mortared
stone or brick6 The uniortared form of lining consisted of
placing rocks, cobbles, or stone slabs on the walls of the
ditch0 This type of lining would not entirely prevent
seepage, althcugh it would reduce the rate somewhat0 It
was rather effective in reducing erosion of the channel9
as were all the forms of lining0 of this type are
reported by Meigs for Rosarto, San Telmo, San Vicente, and

Santo Tonis in Baja California (1935: 52, 769 83, 85, 9l)
Acequlas of this type are not reported for the California
missions but undoubtedly extsted it is hard to believe
that the Dominican missionaries were the only ones to use
this particular form0 Another feature of these ditches is
that they appear to have been lined over most of their
length, which is in some contrast to the other two types
which appear to have been lined for only short stretches
and those primarily n the actual grounds of the misstDns0

Mention of plaster1Lned ditches is very scarce,
but they were used at several places0 Generally this type
of conductor was used only on the mission grounds as it re
quired large quantities of plaster, hence a great amount of
limo8 I have observed several plaster lined of

small proportions, one in the HSunken Gardens" at San Luis

Rey, another at La Pursinie,, and another at San Antonio de
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Padua, There is some evidence of a plaster-lined ditch at

San Juan Bauttsta0 Webb (l952 83) notes one at Mission San

Gabriel where it carried water from a reservoir to the grist

mill, While very little remains of the rather large and com

plex water system at Mission Santa Barbara which is described

by Newcomb (].92S: 2l7.l8) and Webb (l9S2: 723) it is possi

ble that the plasterlinod open channels were used there

as well,

Masonry-lined equias were much more common at the

missions according to the records and descriptions we have

today0 Practically all of the California missions had them0

The only exceptions were Sononia and San Rafael0 These were

the last of the missions to be founded and somewhat rudtmen

tary in their appurtenances0 Extensive excavation at Sonoma

by a crew from the University of California turned up a gr at

quantity of masonry but none of it seems to have belonged to

any form of watercontrol structure0

queducts

An aqueduct is a logical extension of the principle

of the acequiatn many cases an aqueduct was the actual

physcal extension of an acequia0 Two particular features

distinguish one from the other0 The channel of an aqueduct

was usually significantly smaller than that of an acequia

and it was always built of atertals other than earth or

adobe brick whether it was built above ground level or not0
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The type of construction known as a flume is also

included in the aqueduct category0 The principal problem in

classifying aqueducts is the generally faulty, or nonspeci

ftc, usage of the word0 It means many things to many people0

In the broadest definition9 of Courseç, it means any channel9

pipe, or conduit used to carry water from one point to an-

other by gravity flow0 The acequta would have to be classed

s an aqueduct under this definition0 The usage of the term

must therefore be restricted for the purposes of this report0

There were, in the missions9 a number of channels which can

not be characterized as acequias0 Therefore, we shall use

aqueduct to refer specifically to a smaller ditch of more

specialized construction than the acequia0

Two basic types of aqueducts were found in the North

west Frontier region: (1) that which is raised above the

ground surface in the manner of some of the Roman aqueducts

of Spain, and (2) that which is situated wholly or partly on

the surface of the ground0 The latter type is found almost

universally on either broken terrain which required this type

of construction to maintain crade, or on very steep slopes

such as the walls of canyons or gorges,. The flume is a sort

of compromise between these two types9 but falls more nearly

into the second category0 Aqueducts in the Northwest Fron

tier region were usually built of masonry0 The raised aque

duct was necessarily constructed of mortared burned brick or

rock to provide the necessary strength (this kind is recorded
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only at Santa Barbara) The ground1evei type was often con

structod of piled rock i1th a tile and p1aster or sometimes

only a plaster channel on tqp0 This was used where it was.

necessary to cross an erosion gully or small ravine0 Another

form is that found at MissLons San Antonio de Padua, Santa

Barbara and San Diego where it ws necessary to conduct

water along sandstone or conglomerate cliffs having rather

steep slopes0 The channels hd to be built up with mortared

atone or brick and lined with tile and plaster at many points0

In other places along the courses of these aqueducts the

channels were carved out of bedrock with crowbar and pick0

A situation similar to this is noted at Santa Gertrudis in

Baja California where a ditch or aqueduct was cut into solid

sandstone for several hundred yards to carry the meager flow

of a spring to the missLons farmlands (Aschmann l99 2l8

Conduits

These are dLstnguished from other forms of water

conductors by the f9ct that they are always closed channels

and always subterranean or semisubterranean0 They are in

effact, pipelines0 Two types of conduits may be distin

guid: (1) those constructed of rounds burned clay pipé

and (2) those constructed of flat tt1es or ladrLllos and

covered with tiles or boards0 Both of these types were

relatively common in Alta California0 The data are lacking

for the other areas0
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Clay pipe conduits were used extensively at San

Antonto do Padua (Smith 1932:: 789), Santa Ins (Walsh 1930:
32), La Purlsima (Newcomb 1925: 238: personal observation9
Nay 1965), Santa Barbara and San Luis Rey (personal observa
tion of examples in Mission museums9 December 1963) Webb

(1952: 69) also notes them at San Gabriel San Juan CapLs
trano, and San Fernando.. The clay pipe from San Antoi
do Padua is about 12 inches long and tapers from 5" diameter
at the Large end to L1." diameter at the small end.. The taper
allowed them to be fitted together0 The pipes were laid in
a bed made of semi.cy1jndrica1 roofing tile with rocks
placed along on either side and then covered with another
roof tile and flat rock placed over all of the former as
a cover (Smith 1932: 78....9) Smith also claims these to have

been used as drains for subsurface wster which seenied to be
a problem at places around San Antonio0 The technique of
draining ground water with tile lines is still in use in
many of the important egricultural areas of the western
United States today0

The second type of conduit was no doubt used in at
least as many places as the first types, but again the
records are lacking0 Webb (l952 71) notes a drain "about
two varas deep" constructed of "ladrillos and f1agstone0
It is hard to Lmagir. a clay pipe drain of this description..
Very likely the "numerous masonry channels" covered with
"large, flat, blue stone slabs" that have been uncovered at
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tura (Webb l92:. 81), San Fernando (Englehardt 1927a: 2L
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San Juan Capistrano (Webb 192: 78) were also examples of
this second typo of conduit0 Archaeologically they have
been reported from Mission Tumaccori9 Arizona (Attwell 1937:
30). The construction of this sort of conduit would be very
similar to that of a masonry aqueduct except that slabs or
ladrillos were cemented in place over the channel.

The water source of most conduits was probably a

reservoir or dam, although at Santa Barbara the conduits
appear to be aqueducts gone underground0 The usual ter
minus of a conduit was a fountain0 Obviously, some sort of
closed conductor is required to provide the pressure needed
to operate a vertically spouting fountain0 A conduit is not
necessary for a horizontally spouting fountain which may be

supplied by open ditches as at San Luts Hey0

Conduits may have been among the most common wate:r

control features of those missions that had the time and
resources to achieve a higher degree Df sophistication in
their water systems0 Only archaeological Investigation of
the mission sites will reveal the truth of this however0

Fountains

Fountains also seem to have been common in the mis
sions Missions in California for which fountains are re
ported are San Jose (Webb l92: 73), La urcstma (Webb 192
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Neweomb 1925: 2011.), San Gabriel (Englehardt 1927b), San Juan
Capistrano and San Luis Rey (Newcomb 1925: 53; Engelhardt
l92l) None is reported from any of the missions of Baja
California or Sonora but they almost certainly existed there
as well0 Many fountains were decorative as well as utilL
tarian, but with t he general scarcity of water that existed
in the region it is doubtful that any of them were used
solely for the adornment of the mission site0 Quite often
they were the primary sources of drinking9 cooking, washing,
and bathing water for the Padres and neophytes0 This being
the case9 it is surprising that we have no more records of
them than we do0 The lack of the structures at some of the
missions of Alta California can be partly explained by the
piracy of some of the early AngloAmerican settlers who

fancied the fountains for their gardens and took themas
they did many other parts of the missions0

Two basic types of fountains existed in the missions0
One wias a vertically spouting type with a basin to catch the
water0 The second type spoited horizontally0 The usual

forms of the latter had the water flowing into lavanderas
or some other kind of long trough0 This is the type found
at San Luis Hey (Soto 1961), possibly at Santa Ins (Engel
hardt 1932: 85), and at Santa Barbara where the vertical
and horizontal spouting types stood side by side (Engelhardt

1923: 89, 151, 155, 307):,, The only possible functional dis
tinction one might make in this category is whether the



Fig0 13 0 Fountain at La Pursinia California0 There
is an ornamental bowl on the top of the center pedestal of
the reconstructed fountain at the mission today0 Taken
from a plan in the files f Mission La Purisinia State Hts-
torical Monument9 Number IVCa1029-1O1)460
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water in the fountain was used primarily for washing9

for drtnlcing, or for cooking0 Such uses would be difficult

to determine today so no distinction is made between types0

Filters and Settling Basins

These were not common in the missions9 or so it seems

today0 They are definitely known to have existed at Santa

Barbara (Engelhardt 1923)9 San Buenaventura (Engelhardt 1930:

lLi8, 182), La PurIsima (personal observation, Nay l96), San

Diego (Green 1933: 20), and San Luis Ray (personal observa

tion, December 1963, Soto l96l) It is difficult because

of the lack of detailed informattDn to determine exactly how

these structures functioned0 Webb (l92: 73) states that at

Santa Barbara 'charcoal and crushed granite placed on the

bottom of the filter acted as a clarifier of the water,

which9 after passing through the filter bed, was carried

to the mission grounds in a flume queductJ built on top

of a high stone wa110 She offers no description of the

exact manner in which the water was filered., however0

Green gives a different picture of the 'well house or

settling basin at San DLego (Fig0 12) The structure was

12 by 21 feet in size, built of stone masonry0 The floor9

which was 5- feet beneath the present ground surface, was

tiled and had in it two "walls" about 6 feet in diameter

and 12 feet deep0 These had plaster and tile curbings about

6 inches high around their tops0 Between them was a cedar
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log about 1 foot in diameter set between the side walls of

the structure; the bottom of the log was flush with the

floor. Later a fired adobe brick masonry wall was placed

atop the log. Green believes that water was brought into the

structure at one end and allowed to fill one of the wells9

then to flow over the dividing wall into the other well2

and thence was bailed from a dDorway on that end of the

structure By allowing the water to stand in these wells9

sdtments would settle out and the water would be clarified

(Green 1933: l820)

It is very likely that the two stone masonry Ucisternsn

at San Lute Rey were utilized in one of the foregoing two ways0

The circular stone construction9 plus the drop between t1cts

terns" and the p1asterlined channels some eight to nine feet

below, make it appear that water flowed in at the tops an4

either passed through rock and charcoal or sand and gravel to

purify it and exited at the bottom or simply stood in the

cistern long enough to lose part of its sediment9 and then

poured out over th side nearest the iavandera arid flowed

down the channei out the mouth of the gargoyle, and into

the trough0 The absence of an orifice at the bottom of any

of the tanks and the rock catchment area at the base of each

points toward the latter conclusion0 Additionally, the axis

tence of an open masonry ctannel between the "cistern" and

the gargoyle would eliminate the possibility that these were

used to create pressure for the gargoyle fountains0



Ftg0 1L SettlLng basin or filter at Mission San Diego,
Drawing based on description by Green (1933: 182O)
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Ftg. i5. Filter at La PurCsima California. The large
crack tn the front of the structure was caused by treasure
bunters blowing out the right front corner of the structure0
Water apparently entered through the small "doorway" at

right rear.

Fig. 6 Tile Conduit pipes from La Pursirn8 Cali

fornl.a, Thousands of these trumpetshaped tiles have been
unearthed in the excavation and restoration of this mission.
Many of the presently functioning water lines are constructed
entirely of these pipes
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Filters were probably one of the last things to be

constructed in a nitsaton water system as they must have been

somewhat of a luxury in the 18th end 19th centuries. This is

not to say that it was not desirable or even necessary to

have clear and relatively pure water for domestic use9 but

simply that such was not one of the most pressing needs in

a mission water system0

La v an der a

LavanderI'as. were9 as the name implies9 laundry poo1s

Only five are definitely recorded in the Northwest Frontier

region. These were at Santa Barbara (Newconib 1925: 2189

Engelhardt 19239 Webb 1952)9 San Jose (McCarthy l958 135)9

San Buenaventura (Webb 1952: 81)9 Sen Luis Rey (Soto 196l

3)4Lt3) and La Pursima0 It is possible that one of the

reservoirs at Santa Ins (Engelhardt 1932: 36) was a lavan

dera, and that one might have been in use at Tumac$cori0

As in the case of filters, lavanderas were probably in the

class of luxury items to be built after the irrigation and

domestic water ystems had been completed0 Three of the

lavanderIas noted above are still extant. One is at Santa

Barbara, one at San Luis Rey9 and one at La Pursima0

The lavanderCa at Santa Barbara is not very ornate

or complex0 It is simply a masonry trough 72- feet long,

6 feet wide, and 3* feet deep. The water supply is the

overflow from a fountain just above it that flows through
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an underground pipe and spouts through the mouth of a

carved stone bear1s head which is fastened to the headwall
of the vat,

The lavandera at San Luis Rey is part of a complex
wateroontrol system known collectively as the "Sunken Gar
dens of San Luts Rey' (Soto 1961: 3L41.3), The lavander1a
itself consists of a otip1ex of three troughs0 It occupied
approximately the western third of the sunken gardens0 The

westernniost trough is about 30 feet long9 17 feet wtde and

22 feet deep0 It consists of a series of three tile steps
about 18 inches in width descending to a bottom of tiles9
down the center of which runs a small (6 inches wide by L1.

inches deep) plaster1Lned channel9 which was relined with

wood (Soto 1961: Li.o) Above the uppermost tile step is a
tile border wall which is essentially another step with a
higher riser and different construction0 Behind this top
step on the west side of unit is a tile wall; on the east
is a tiled riser to the level of the tilef1oored plaza0
The plaza lies at the foot of a long (ca0 100 feet) flight
of tile stairs which descend from the level of the mission
buildings some 1.1.00 yards away0 The water supply for this
sectton of the iavanderIa descends on one side of the stair
way and an almost identical water supply system for the

other trough comes down on the other side of the stairway0

The headwal]. for the western unit rises flush with the
sides and has tn its center a large (two feet high) gargoyle
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from the mouth of which the water spewed forth into the

isv and a r(a0

Today the upper ends of the system are three rather

small, shallow, rock'ltned basins for which there are no

visible. inlets0 Water was probably led through a small

ditch from the dammed marshes to the north and east, How

ever, it is possible that the water was brought underground

in conduits0 From the shallow basins a rock and plaster

lined channel leads down the hill to adobe brick head walls

(retaining walls)0 It flowed over the tops of these walls

through a tile pipe into the large circular rock structures

discussed above under filters0

From these "cLsterns' a small rock and plaster

channel leads to a Vshaped head wall about 3 to L. feet be

bind the gargoyle0 From this point the water was funne1e.

through a tile pipe and into a trough of the lavanderia

through the mouth of the gargoyle0

From the lava dera area of the gardens the water

probably flowed westward into the mtssions fields which lay

at a somewhat lower level0 At the extreme west end of the

ditch that received the water from the lavandera is a tile

distribution box spanned by a tile arch one of several in

the sunken garden complex0 The distribution box undoubtedly

served as a headgate for one or more ditches which carried

water into the fields below the 1avandera0 Such usage of

water would not work well with todays herd detergents0



Fig 17. he 1avandera at La Pur1sima California0
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Between the two main troughs of the 1avanderja is

a tile bridge that spans the ditch (or trough) which joins

the two0 This ditch has an eastward extension of some l0

feet of tt1ewa11ed channel9 16 to i8 inches deep and 20 to

2L1. inches wide0 A small plaster and stone ditch curves from

the upper stone basin of the lavenderIa water supply system

and runs into the very eastern end of the large tile channel0

The large tile ditch is bridged by two more arches of tile0

Beneath one of them the channel is widened by about a foot

and deepened by about 18 inches0 When this arch was exca

vated by the Franciscans it was found to contain great

quantities of charcoal and sand0 One may surmise that it

was either a trap or a filter0

I have not had the opportunity to see the water works

of the sunken gardens after a heavy rain when there would he

water flowing through its complex of channels9 troughs9 and

boxes0 It would be most interesting to witness0 The great

complexity of this system makes tt perhaps the most interest-

ing of all of those still in existence in the Northwest Fron

tier region0

The lavander{a at La Pur(stma (Fig0 16) is of great

interest as it is the onjy one I know of which is still

operative0 It consists of a circular tanks 3L. feet in

diameter and )4 feet deep0 It is surrounded by a sloping

tile apron at the foot of which is a gutter three inches

wide and five inches deep which must have caught the water



Fig, 18, The Sunken Gardens at San Luis Rey, Calif ornia
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which drained off clothes laid out to dry on the apron0 The

gutter leads to a collection box on one side of the tank0
Water enters the lavaridera through a tile pipe set into a
low wall on the east side of the unit0 Water leaves the
unit either through the collection box or through another
low wall opposite the one where it enters0 Both of the
outlets empty into a stone ditch which runs past the
lavandera on the south about 25 feet away0 All of the
plumbing connected to this and the other tanks and foun
tains at La Puristina is of tile pipe construction0 It is
an amazing network of underground tile conduits and drains0

Sewers and Drains

The subject of drains has been discussed under con
duits in the preceding pages0 Just how common such construc

tions were among the missions is difficult to assess0 It is
likely that missions built on marsh land such as Santa Clara
of San Js would have needed such facilities much more
then missions not so situated0 Sewers as such are

in a slightly different category0 Webb (l952 72) notes

the only sewer which can be located in the literature on
the tssions0 She says that at Santa Barbara there were
"innumerable water channels laid to carry water to the mis

ston establLshment, to tanneries fields orchards and gar

dens, and to provide sanitary facilities for the jail and
the inonjerio0" Many more sewers than this may have existed
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during the active years of the missions but they have thus
far escaped notice0 Not even La PurCstma with its highly

developed water system has produced any sewers that we know

of today0

Nones

The noria is not supposed to have penetrated into the
New World according to Foster (1960: 689) He had not

seen them anywhere in Nexico except Zacatecas0 They were,

hwever, in use at several of the missions of A.lta Califor
nia by the l920?s and perhaps earlier at Loreto and La Paz

in Baja California (Laseppas 1859 35) Webb (1952: 689)

ses that in l92L. a norta was constructed at San Antonio
de Padua to irrigate a large field there0 It is probab)e
that the motive power was furnished by the neophytes s it
was for the none used at San Luis Rey to water a field too
high for gravity flow from their usual water supply (Webb

1952: 76) Webb also states (1952: 69n) that these devices
were in use at Santa Clara and San Juan Bautista0 Green

(1933: 21) feels that a none would have been necessary

at San Diego as well0 This tabulation accounts for at least

seve nones in the Californias alone0
In reference to the nora at San Diego9 Green notes,

in connection with the socalled wel1house there9 that the

structure had a flat roof which sloped toward one end0 At

the lower end was an outlet to carry off the water which



Ftg0 19 Norta and ReservoLr at MLsst on San AntonLo
du Padua Caitfornia0 The well tn wh.ch the norta 5.s situated
is approxiniately 12 feet deep froni the top of the wall0
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collected atop the building0 He interprets this (1933: 19
2L.) as an indication that the structure served as a crude

water tower which was supplied by some sort of mechanical

waterlLfting device that drew water from a sump=hole sunk

into the rtver bed alongside the butdtngthe canal at San

Diego was too low in elevation to supply water to the top of

the we11house0 Greens interpretation may well be correct0

One other type of mechanical waterlifting device

that may have been in use at one mission at least is the

shadouf-the Egyptian device of a bucket on a counter

weighted pole0 Evidence for tbis is tenuous but there is

lLttle reason why the device should not have found its way

into the region0 In the volume on Mission San Buenaventura,9

Engelhardt shows a photograph taken of the back of the

mission, probably in the
i870s0

In the foreground of the

photo is what appears to be asmaii round reservoir or

well with a shadouf mounted next to Lt (Engelhardt 1930:

79)0 He makes no mentton of the device in his text0

If this datce is indeed a shadouf then Raup is

partially incorrect in his statement that

Gravity (surface) flow of water was essential
to the success of the missions0 The padres could not
lead water to upper slopes successfully until they
had worked long and hard on hydraulic projects such

as dams, reservoirs9 and conduits0 Hence the great
importance attached to the presence of lows irrigable
ground that would lend itself readily to cultivation0
Apparently they never placed in operation that ancient
device that served Egypt for many centurLesthe
shaduf and the (Raup 1959: 6O)
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Reup i definitely incorrect in assuming a complete

dependence on the gravity how of water if only because of
the presence of norLas

Hydraulic Grist Mills
One of the more interesting types of construction

in mission water systems is the hydraulic grist mtllb Be

cause of the Spaniards' great dependence upon wheat and the
high production of both wheat and maize by the missions9
they were almost a necessity throughout the Northwest
Frontier0 Both wheat and maize can be ground into meal or
flour more easily and quickly on a water.powered mill than
they can on a metate or by the burropowered tahona0 At

many of the missions great quantities of grain needed

grindtng each day to feed the sizeable neophyte popu-
lati ons0

Many of the missions of the Northwest Frontier had

mills0 There was one ct Santa Cruz. (Newcomb 1925: 276)

and possibly one et nta Clara although evidence for this
one is indirect ebb 1952: i55) There were mills at San
JDS (iebb 1952: i55 McCarthy l958 1333L)9 San Antonio

do F:Jua (Smith 1932: 778)9 San Luis Obispo (two: Webb

1952: i5LJ Santa Ins (Engolhardt 1932b: 29)9 and Santa

Barbara (Newcomb 1925: 2l75) One was perhaps built

at San Fernando (Webb 1952: 77) and two were built at

San Gabriel (Engelhardt 1927b: passim9 Webb 1952: 82).



Iqi11s were built at San Jua Capistrano (Bancroft 1888c:

lot1.

4-l-, and at San Diego (Green l933 657o)
No mills were noted in Baja California during the

mission period but it is hard to believe that there was
none there0 Sonora, for a changer seems to have been a
different Situation0 Hydrauljc mills were extant in
1790 at San Francisco Xavier de Gusavas, San Luis Gonzaga
de Bacadhuacht9 and Santa Mara Bcerac which had two
mills one of them inoperative

by 1790 (Ocaranza 1933:
l7L8)0 In addition there were probably missionperiod
mills near Arizpe and Huepac (George B0 Eckhart, personal

communication9 1962) and near Oquitoa0 The latter is the

foundation of what appears to be a very old turbine type

grist mill several miles north of Oquitoa on the Altar

River0 In the village of Oquitoa itself is an old mill

that probably dates from the postsecu1arjzatton era0

There are two principal types of mills found in

the Northwest Frontier region0 The earliest and most

common variety is tha turbLnewhee1 mills the other is

the undershotwhee1 mill0 So far as can be determined,

there were no overshot wheels in the region during the

flhtSSLOfl period0 The turbine wheel has considerable

antiquity in Mediterranean Europe9 going back at least to

the time of the early Roman Empire and perhaps as far back

tn time as Ancient Greece (Morltz 1958) The turbine

wheel is less effecient than either of the two forms of
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wheels with horizontal 8x0s0 The basic principle is,as the

1.mplies. that of a turbine0 Helen Hunt Jackson who
saw the mill and remains of the wheel Lince restoredj
at San &ntonio de Padu described it thus:

water was7 driven through a funnelshapedflume (penstock) so as to strike the side of thewater wheel, revolving horizontally on a shaft00.the placing of the wheel was the work of enIndian named Nolberto who took the idea from thebalance wheel of a watch0e0(Quoted in Smith 1932: 77)

This is an interesting early description, but it is
doubl2ful that the Indian named Nolberto" did, in fact,

take the idea from the balance wheel of a watch0 One might

suggest, rather, that Mrs0 Jackson took the idea from the

balance wheel of a watch0 Nonetheless the analogy is

valid0

The turb1netype mill was almost universally a

twostory structure as the axis shaft of the wheel is

also the driveshaft for the stones, or burrs0 The water

supply for this type usually came from a reservDir rather

than directly from a stream or canal0 The penstock of the

mtll was generally an extremely Line piece of masonry as

it is perhaps the most critical factor determining the

power of the mill, excluding the possibility of a system

of gears to increase power0

A complete description of a turbine mill based on

date from all of those in California shows that the sluice

way (penstock) was about six feet high, four feet wide and



nine feet long0 A wooden gate was niortised into the sides
at the entrance to control the flow of water0 The sluice
way terminated in a Stone about two feet by two feet by six
inches thick through which an 18-inch diameter hole was cut0
A clay pipe fitted to this orifice carried the water against
the blades of the wheel at an angle of about 350 from the
horizontal and about 23O0 off a line passing through the
axis of the turbine shaft0 The wheel was about six feet in
diameter and consisted of two 9 by 3 inch rims one six feet
in diameter and the other 3 to Lj. feet in diameter The
vanes or blades of the wheel were set between the two rims
with mortise and tenon joints0 The spokes which joined the
smaller (inner) rim to the shaft were mortised directly
into the shaft0

The drLveshaft was of wood9 set vertically0 The
lower end was fitted into a step consisting of a block of
stone with either a hole through it or a depression in its
upper surface; this acted as the lower bearing0 The wooden
shaft reached only to the top of the wheel chamber at which
point a bearing was set0 An iron rod formed the shaft
extension past the bearing0 It passed through a hole in the
lowe burr (stone) and terminated in a rounded hed9 or
Hcock head0" The cock head fitted into the rynd9 or tcock
eye, set into the top9 or runner9 stone0 The rynd was a
metal hub with two9 three or four long flanges on it It
was niortised into the underside of the runner stDne and
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carried the weight of that stone0 The runner had a hole (eye)

in its center which allowed the grain to flow from a hopper,

around the rynd, and between the stones to be ground0

The eye of the bed (lower) stone was sealed by an

iron bushing which was fitted into the eye and through which

the drive rod passed0 The rod was wrapped with thoroughly

greased hemp rope (not unlike the early method of packing

propeller drive shafts of boats or waterpunaps of auto

mobiles)0 The bushing and packing was then covered with

a copper plate which fitted tightly around the rod and into

the eye of the stone to give a tight sealit lay slightly

below the surface of the bed stone0 When it was necessary

to repack or regrease the bushing the runner was lifted off

with a block and tackle0 The toe of the shaft needed no

grease as it was being constantly lubricated by the flow of

water past it0 The turbine type of wheel required a wrapping

of rope or rawhide around the shaft to set it spinning suf

ficiently for the water pressure to take over (description

from Webb 1952: l59b1: Newcomb 1925: Smith 1932: 77: Engel.-

hsrdt 1923: 15L1..-56)..

The second type of mill wheel9 undershot is repre.- -

sentd by three examples in California and perhaps one in

Sonora0 The 1atter at BacadhuachL is noted as being tten

Corriente" (Ocaranza 1933: 175) which implies that it was

right in the rtver.-.-a turbine wheel cannot operate under

these conditions0 The undershot wheel was introduced to
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California by a Connecticut Yankee named John Chapman who was
a rueniber of a band of pirates led by a Frenchman named
Bouchard who raided Monterey in l8i8 Captured9 he was re
leased by the Spaniards and appeared at Santa Ins in l82o
At Santa Ins he supervised the construction of the first
undershot mill in CaltfornLathe Bacadhuacht intil would be
at least 30 years olderr, however9 as it was in operation
by 1790 In 18219 Chapman built a second undershot mill at
San Gabriel0 The third mill of this type was at San Diego
and is the only one for which we have an adqquate descrip
tion0 It was thoroughly examined and described by F0 E0
Green (1933 657O)

The San Diego mill9 as noted shove, was situated
right at the outlet from the dam into the aqueduct that
carried water to the mission0 The wheel box fDr the mill
measured 1.14 feet wide 6 feet long end 6 feet deep,. The

floor end upper sidewalls were of tile but the lower side
walls were built of flat stone0 The penstock was 143 feet
wide by 23 feet ht7h at the entrance and9 in a length of
five feet, contraced to a head wall 26 feet wide and O7
feet high in which was circular opening 35 inches in
diameter0 Green (1933: 67) states that "a water wheel five
feet in diameter, and with blades or buckets 13 or 114 inches
in Width9 would have fitted nicely in this wheel box9 the
blades striking the water at a distance of about l feet
below the nozzle The flowline in the box is
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is about six inches above the floor9

indicating that it

did not take a great discharge to operate the mill0

The mill house was situated on the north side of
the box and measures Seven by twelve feet0 The mill piat
form, on which the stones rested9 was about two feet in

diameter and set quite low0 From this Green postulated

that the stone might have been driven by a large sprocket

on the end of the wheel axle which engaged a series of pegs
set around the circumference of the runner stone0 it does

not appear that this is standard procedure for mills of

this type0 It might be appropriate to classify undershot

wheel mills into "low stone" types9 exemplified by that at

San Diego9 and "high stone' types9 which would be the usual

form where pinion gears transfer the rotation from a hori

zontal to a vertical plane0 In this type the stones are

set in the manner described for turbine mills0

The mission grist mill seems technologically to

have been the most highly developed and complex unit of

whatever watercontrjl system it happened to be part0 One

receives the impression9 particularly from Green9 that many

parts of the water systems were rather crude and inefficient

compared to the mills0 One instance of this is the aqueduct

at San Diego which required a great deal of filling and

Patching with plaster to compensate for an uneven grade

line0 The result was that the carefuilyplaced9 halfround

roof tiles that formed the bottom of the channel were mostly
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filled with plaster by the time the aqueduct was abandoned

(Green l933 Numerous other instances of a similar

nature might be described, but all of the mills which are

encountered in the literature and all of those I have seen

were of firstrate construction0 One can but guess at their

performance but it must have been to some degree commen-

surate with the pains taken in their construction0 It is

probably safe to say that the hydraulic grist mills were the

technological zenith of mission watercontrol systems0



CONCLUSIONS

While this is a study of mission watercontrol

technology in the whole of Northwestern New Spain, it has

perforce concentrated on the Californias here was where

the information was available. It is significant that the

most information and the most highly developed watercontrD1

technology come from the area of no aboriginal cultivation0

This fact has lent an unavoidable9, and perhaps unfortunate9,

bias to the content and conclusions of the study. It may

be stated however9 that the dearth of information on Sonora

may be compensated for by extension from the California

situations,

Historically9, the Jesuit missions of Baja California

were coeval with those of PLmeria Alta and post=dated the

missions of southern Sonora, Therefore9 it is not unreason

able to compare the technology of Sonoran missions with that

of the Peninsular missions of the Jesuit epoch. During this

period on the Peninsula the dams9, ditches9 and reservoirs

were rudimentary at best, There were probably very few

reasnably permanent waterworks built by Europeans in

either Sonora or Baja California0 It is probable that there

were permanent aboriginal irrigation systems in favored

localities in Sonora9, which may or may not have been Lncor

Porated into a mission oomplex0
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After 1767 and the entry of the Dominicans and

Franciscans into the area9 the extent9 sophisttcation, and

permanence of the systems increased perceptibly0 This

was not so much owing to the increased engineering knowledge

of the Padres as it was to the better developed technology

of the later historical period and to the practice of pro-

viing two priests per mission whenever possible0 One of

these looked after the spiritual wel1beLng of the neophytes

and the other looked after their physical wel1being0 The

Jesuits almost never had two priests at a single station0

Another factor is suggested by the large map at the end of

this vo1unie there are only 149 missions in both the Califor-

nias, from San Francisco Bay to Cape San Lucas9 but there

are 42 shown for Sonora0 The 42 missions in Sonora repre-

sent less than half the total for that area (Eckhart 196O).

It was necessary to select the larger and more important

stations in Sonora0 Many of these missions did not exist

at the sarn tLine but there was9 nonetheless9 a much greater

saturation of the field than existed west of the Gulf of

California0 It is true that the numerically greater and

more settled population of Sonora undoubtedly required

more missions than did the few peripatetic gatherers of

Baja California, but did it need that many more? Judging

by the mission records it was often the case that a small

village of Indians without a church would petition the

nearest missionary to have a priest sent to them9 either
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permanently or on a visiting basis0 The inability of the

padres to deny these requests undoubtedly depleted the

ranks of available missionaries and caused a dtlüti of

the pool of techntcians who aided the missionaries in their

non.sptrttua1 pursuLts0 It could in facts account for the

lack of records and water systems in Sonora0

The assumption of the Sonoran mission field by the

Franciscans after the expulsion of the Jesuits was accom

panied by a temporary reduction in the number of stations

occupied0 There seems to have been no reduction of the

sizeable administrative establishment or the chronic man

power shortage0 The manpower shortage was due largely to

the northward expansion of the mission frontier in Baja

and Alta Californta This expanison also gathered much of

the Franciscans raissionizing impetus behind it0 The result

was that the Sonora missions suffered from lack of official

interest--flan essential ingredient in any far=reaching

program0

Meanwhi1e the missions of the Californias were

founded and flourishing0 It is to be suspected that the

more complete record of mission activities in this area is

owed to something more than the zealous efforts of historians

in preserving the records of the tates early years0 There

were undoubtedly more and better systems in the Californias

than those areas for which records are more sparse0 This

can be accounted for by the later ttmeperiod as well as



the climatic regime of the area and the lack of a native

agriculture, While the missions could not offer a food sup-

ply appreciably more stable than that the Indians enjoyed

in their aboriginal states it was definitely easier to col-

lect0 One could almost predict the Success or failure of a

parttcular mission on the basts of how difficult it was for

the local Indians to gain their livelihood0 The more meager

and less stable the native food supply the more attrac-

tive would have beenthe mission0

The foregoing perhaps explains the success of the

California missions, Once the Indians came into the mission

world and became accustomed to the diet and religious regi-

mend they left only when it necessary to collect native

foods or to participate in their native religious ceremonies,

During the summer when mission life ias most rigorous the

natives had the highest rate of apostasy,

To a very great extent9 however the semi-nomadic

California Indians settled around the missions and became

farmers, This could not have happened were it not for the

water systems, Such a concentration of the native popula-

tion had definite negative aspects, The close9 and often

cramped, quarters at the missions were potent breeding

grounds for the most virulent European diseases9 notably

smallpox, nieasles9 and syphilis0 Furthermore9 the change

in diet weakened their natural resistance to disease, The

result was that while the missions were generally well-
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nianaged and quite selfsufficient in food productions, they

were not se1fsufftcient In labor supply and rather quickly

found themselves running OUt of Indians0

This, then, was the principal Impact of Hispano

European watercontrol technology on the Indians of the

Oaliforntas: it decimated theni0 The impact of this tech

nology on the Sonorans is more difficult to assess0 These

Indians also died in great nunibers9 but the population per

sisted0 When the missionaries arrived in Sonora they found

a population that was quite sedentary0 Thus9 it was not

necessary to bring the people in to the mission as was done

in the Californias0 Instead9 the mission was taken to the

people0 Furthermore9 the natives were already agricultura'

lists with a knowledge of watercontrol practices of varying

levels of technological competence0 Yet9 there is no doubt

that the new technblogy of the Europeans wrought changes in

aboriginal practices0

The introduced Old World cultLgens had perhaps a

greater impact in Sonora than in the Californtas9 as the

populace was largely dependent upon a few staple9 summer

growing, crops0 The introduction of other9 winter= and

springgrowing crops supplemented and brDadened their poten

tial food supply0 In contrast9 in the Caltfornias9 they

supplanted the native diet except in lean years created by

drought or the destruction of the crop by flood or insects0

The Sonorans became more dependent on cultivation for survival0
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The introduction of the waterpowered mill to Sonora
presumably affected the inhabitants as much as the other
factors. The mills, slow though they were9 shDuld have re
duced the amount of hand'grtndLng of flour (wheat and maize)
among the Indians of the areas in which they were erected0
In California the priests considered a mill to be one of the
most necessary features of a mission establishment0 It
would be difficult to assess just how quickly the grist
mill replaced hand grinding and the use of larger, aninial
powered ptt-grinders (tahonas) in the area, but it is not
inconceivable that by the time of secularization of the
missions in the 18301s up to O% of the locally consumed

cereals were being ground by waterpower0

In the Sonoran situation, it is also necessary to
ask to what extent the native practices of water manage
ment influenced those of the nitssionaries In the case
of bolsas, used in the Cahitan area9 it may be suggested
that9 if the bolsas were used in the mission period, the
missionartes neither influenced nor were influenced by the
system0 Possibly the European plow was adopted by the

natives as a means of breaking the surface of the bolsas
to create the dustrnulch which is essential to the system0
In other aspects of aboriginal watercontrDl, the innova
ting role of the missionaries would have been largely in

improving and refining existent native techniques0 Foun

tains, conduits, lavan3er1as, sewers9 norias, and other
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types or nonirrigation units would9 of course9 have been

unknown in the area prior to contact0 The natives probably

regarded these more as curiosities than as necessary factors

of existence0

Agrtcultural water-control had a decided impact on

the subsistence focus areas conceptualized in the chapter

on subsistence patterns in the Northwest Frontier region0

In effect9 it caused the breakdown of the foci as outlined0

While the Indians still utilized the natural food resources

of their respective habitats during years of short food

supply at the nitssions9 they became primarily dependent upon

cultivated foodstuffs0 The various collecting foci were

disbanded or destroyed as the majority of the populace

shifted to a sedentary agricultural focus0 The nonrnission-

ized groups and the few bands of apostates in the mission

area retained their former habits0 However,9 even these

Indians were affected by the practice of cultivation9

either through direct acceptance of the practice or trade

for cultivated foods0

The catalogue of mission watercontrol structures

included in this thesis is by no means considered final0

It i as complete as available information has allowed0

Doubtless, as new documents are discovered9 the list will

expand0 However, it seems unlikely that anyone will ever

be able to compile a truly complete list9 because much of

the information necessary to such a catalogue was probably
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never recorded initially0 Much of what was recorded has been

lost.

Moreover, the typology of watercontro1 structures

used in this thesis is not definitive0 It is9 as typologies

should be9 simply a means for handling the data under con

sideration in small, easily digestible units. In actuality

the phenomena, which have been somewhat arbitrarily distilled

into types, were delicately and intimately interrelated to

form particular adaptations to particular environments0

Ideally there is a balance in a water system toward which

all its components contribute and by which their functions

must be governed. It is unlikely that many of the mission

water systems achieved this balanceit must usually be

arrived at by a more sophisticated engineering technology

or a longer ttmespafl of empirical observation9 adaptattor7

and adjustment than existed among the missions of the

Northwest Frontier.



APPENDIX

CATALOGUE OF MISSIONS AND WATER SYSTEMS

Recorded below is a numerical list9 corresponding

tD that used on the maps in this thests of the missions

which were considered in this work9 and some brief remarks

on the water-control devices which existed at each where

such information is available0 Much of the information has

been left in the form of direct quotations in order to carry

over the flavor of firstperson description0 Where the

quotation was too lengthy it has been edited or paraphrased0

I have endeavored to maintain some chrDnological order in

the data9 although it was not possible in all cases0 Thus9

the first comment on any mission is generally the earliest0

The Missions of California

i SONOMAO No information0 It is quite probable

that no irrigation worcs existed here because of two factors:

(1) the mission was the last of those founded and existed for

only a very few years9 and (2) the environment of this loca

tion at the north end of San Francisco Bay is quite moist

and aryfarniing is possible0 There is no evidence for the

extstence of domestic waterworkS either0 The domestic

water supply probably came from nearby wells
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2 SAN RAFAELO No informationprobab1y a situation
similar to Sonoma0

3 SAN FRANCISCO DE ASfS (DOLORES)0 In l79L.95 an
irrigation ditch was constructed (Newcoriib 1925: 292) Ac

ordingto Webb (1952: 66) "Fr0 Camb6n was000at San Francisco

do As.Cs during its early days and in all likelihood9 it was
he who9 in that first year9 directed the Indians
there in digging the ditch that brought a good stream of

water to the site0" Newconib (1925: 295) states that an early

landowner in the area9 Vallejo9 noted a tannery and soap

factory0 James (1928: 126) notes: "Half a league of ditch

was dug around the potrero and fields0"

L, SAN JOSO In 1819 the mission creek was dammed

and a flour mill was erected along the creek; in 1827 a tan
nery was built (McCarthy 1958: l333L1)0 McCarthy also tells

us that:
A short distance in the rear of the mission was

a large reservoir of excellent water9 which was car
ned through numerous aqueducts over extensive areas
to the garden and other parts of the mtsston0 "In
the plaza in front of the church was a very neat
fountain, for bathing and washing9" the basin of
which was plastered with cement9 inside and out9 and
was about ten feet square0 Supplied with water from
hot springs in the neighborhood, it formed a most
luxurious bath0 (McCarthy 1958: 135, who quotes from
Ryan 18509 Vol0 1, Chap0 l)4)

Fr0 Durgn, a Padre at the mission9 tells us that the

"mill as so small that it produced000only enough flour to

satisfy the needs of the community" (Mccarthy 1958: i53)

Webb (1952: 73) states: "Robinson mentions a large reservoir
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tn the rear of the quadrangle, pipes carrying water to bui1d
ings and gardens, and in front of the mission, a fountain
with conveniences for bathing and washing clothes."

5 SANTA CLARA DE ASISO Fr0 Palou noted th8t the
land was well watered by springs and that ditches led from
the springs (Newcornb l92: 295) "At the end of the first
year LTh7777the padres reported that there had been built a
darn and corresponding ditches for the benefit of the fields"
(Webb 1952: 65) 00in 1795, a zanja, or trench, half a

league long, nine feet wide9 and five feet deep was dug by

the neophytes to carry water from the Guadalupe River to

the Mission" (Webb 1952: 67)

6 SANTA CRUZO Very little is available on this
mission; the Padres seem tD have been very reluctant to com

mit their material accomplishments to writing0 However9 we

do know that in l79L the mill stones for Santa Cruz were
ordered made at San Carlos (Carmel) and the building for the
mill was begun0 It was opersttve by the fall of 17969 but
was damaged by rains that winter0 It was a total wreck by
1799 (Torchiana 1933: l9L0

7 SAN JJAN BAUTISTAO "TO the south re7 springs

/fromJwhich runs a zanja of water which passes by the mis
ston, and serves to irrigate the garden and vineyard and a
little cornfield in some years (Engelhardt 1931: LO)0



8 SAN CARLOS BORRONEO (CARMEL),, In l773, Fr0

Palou stated:

The mission has at this site plenty of £°o land,
although not for irrigations for the river/the carmei7
runs too low9 and in the rainy season it isvery rapid
and if it is retained by a dam it is sure to carry
it away0 But according to what has been observed,
seasonal crops can be raised9 of wheat as well as
corn9 by the humidity of the earth as well as the
constant fogs that prevail after the cessation of
the rain8,, (Webb l92: 6L.)

However9 as Palcu states later:

Nearby on the left000is a good lake with so much
water, especially in rainy seasons9 that its banks
cannot hold all that it receives from the hills9 and
at such times the water runs off in a large ditch to
the sea0 ,,,,,,But in dry seasons the lake holds a
quantity of good water, and has some springs0 In
rainy seasons9 a dam (una press de unas cin varas)
formed in part by the hill extending across the lake
makes it easy to retain enough water for all irriga
ting purposes on the plain0 (Smith 192l 19)

9 NUESTRA SE0RA DE SOLEDADO ,,00The indefatt

gable father0 00th order to obtain a plentiful supply of water,

constructed with Indian labor an aqueduct fifteen miles in

1ength, by means of which 209000 acres of fertile land was

every year redeemed from the summer drought0" (Bancroft

l888c 2012)

100 SAN ANTONIO DE PADTJAO In 1808 a tannery was

built, having four tanks "covered with tiles0" A water

powered mill was built in 18069 and horsepowered mill in

1810 (Engelhardt l929b: 27) /Thhe water supply for the mill

passed immediately adjacent to the four tannery tanks noted

by Engelhardt0 Thus, the water from the tannery could be
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turned back into the supply ditch to flow on to the penstock
of the mill0 As it did not require clean9 pure water to
operate the mi1l, this was a perfect use for tannery water7

In 182L1. a deep well was built to secure water forirrigating the large garden0 The sides were of masonry0 A shed covered with tiles was built over it to
protect the wood work and the water wheel against rain
and sun0 A pool or reservoir was built seven by fivevaras or twenty by fourteen feet0 Then at once prep
arations were made to secure bricks and lime9 etc0 forenlarging said pool to the extent of an additional
eight varas or about twenty=three feet0 Then there
were made 750 caones grandos or clay pipes (the
].entgh j5icJis not given) to conduct the water to
said garden and irrigate it0 (Engelhardt l929b i4)

During 18269 fortyfour varas or about 130 feet
of wall of masonry were built to the pool adjoining
the teniescal0 Furthermore the other pool behind the
new garden was raised about onethird9 that is t o say9
the portion of the wall built the previous year9 also
of masonry0 (Engelhardt l929b L)

[in 18277 a zanja or ditch was built from Metz
(on the road to Soledad) to the most northern pool
of the mLsston which joins the great zanja0 It always
has water but was neglected on account of the diffi
culty of drawing it out0 Now it serves to irrigate
the little fields which the neophytes of the MSSLDfl
have0 It has a basin (?) about 300 varas or 855 feet
long9 about three varas deep9 in some places two
varas or a yard0 About 78 varas or 221 feet run
through a rock which was opened by means of crowbars0
A flood gate was constructed of masonry, as itke
wise each side of the dam was made of rock an.d mortar0
This dam is twentythree varas or sixtyfive feet long0

00Also an aqueduct was built from the wall of the
water wheel to the new garde with clay pipes which
run underground0 Furthermore a very deep ditch was
dug two yards wide and 211 varas or 598 feet long9
to drain the moisture from the church and from the
habitations of the fathers0 It begins from the
rancherla of the neophytes and runs beyond the guard
house0 In the bottom9 which is two yards deep or
more, has be'en built a drainage of bricks and
rocks0 From it rims a spring of fine water which
the soldiers drink9 and their wives do washing there0
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The surplus water is used for irrigating the cornsetc (Engelhardt 1929b: )489)

110 SA1 MIGUEL ARCNGELO

/Te mission site was7 selected principally because '5f its neverfatlLngwater.uppiy which, itwas thoughts would serve admirably the purposes of
agriculture0 The springs of the vicinity are still
famous and the old irrigation flumes and dams
fashioned by the Padres are plainly to be seen
in the neighborhood of the mission0 (Newconib 1925: 250)

A note appended to the biennial report of 180)4 is

quoted by Fr0 Engelhardt as saying.

Wheat9 corn9 barley and beans are planted and
harvested0 This locality lacks water except when
it rains0 There is a small well here9 and from thIs
poor resource the neophyte population sustain
itself and a little garden which is but scantily
irrigated0 (Engelhardt l929c: 10)

In this same volume9 Engelhardt (l929c: 139 70)

tells us that a tannery was built in 1812 and that the

Alemany Survey of the missions (undertaken in the l860s
at the behest of Bishop Alemany of California to delineate

the former lands of the Church) shows probably two ditches

in the mission vineyard9 each six links (four feet) wide0

12 SAN LUIS OBISPOO

he mission was 7 located on a hill at whose
foot ran a stream wLt a flow of water sufficient not
only for domestic use but for the irrigation of a
field as well0 Nearby was another arroyo with water
enough to irrigate another field0 These two streams

were both below the level of the mission buildings0
Consequently9 for domestic purposes9 it was necessary
to tap the former stream at a pbtnt up near its
Source in LaCuesta and to conduct the water by
dug ditch, or aqueduct9 down the slope to the mission
premises0 (Webb 1952: 65)
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Although Miss Webb2s use of the term taqueduct in

the foregotn uotatLon was quite proper in the strict sense
of the word9 acequia is the term used in this study for
such features,, About 1805 San Luis 0bispos second water
powered grist null was constructed along with a sixty foot
square reservoir adjacent to the mill0

13 LA PURfSiNA c0NcEpc16N0

La Puristina had an irrigation and watersupply
system9 the source of which was Saisperpe ,T0 e0
Salsipuedes7 Creek, some three miles away0 This
stream wasdaninied and the water conducted by cernent
lined pipes to the mission9 where it served for
domestic as well as Lrrigationpurposes0 000A greatround stone reservoirfFig0 1/ 000marks the
place from which the pear orchard received its000
waters,, (Newconub 1925: 238)

Engelhardt (l932a l8l9) quotes Fr0 Tapis report
on the status of the mission in i8o8

The aqueduct (anja)' was at last finished0 It
is no less necessary there than in the Arroyo Seco
at Soledad0 000All the lands of Pur'sima are under
irrigation0 The same efforts have been made at Sal
sipuedes by collecting and damming the water of
that arroyo0

The zanja mentioned hers was over six m1es long (Webb 1952:

7L). A report fm Fr0 Payeras to Fr0 Tapis two years later
notes that more "aqueducts" have bon dug but that the
stre s are dry for lack of rain0 But the Padre went to

another arroyo with "fifty pickaxes9 crowbars etc0 and

in four days of brisk activity00 0had the water running" (Enge1

hardt 1932a: 2L5)0
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In 18129 the mission was moved to a new site after

being almost totally destroyed by the earthqjake of that
year0 From the Annual Report of the followIng year (1813)
we learn:

A garden Was000planted with as many trees as wereobtainable9 and for its irrigation the water fromvarious springs have been collected9 which9 afterrunning into their tanks or reservoirs9 promise toirrigate in abundance0
In order to maintain the mission with waterindependently of that from the rLver (for this runsshort in summer)9 we are building a aruali fountain

from which a ditch conducts the water to the footof the Mission for a distance of Lj.O0 paces0 Tosecure a greater volume of water9 and to irrigatethe field in summer9 we have continued to this sideof the river the same aqueduct that ran from theriver to the old Mission0 It crosses the river atthe old pass of Santa Ins0 (Engelhardt 1932e.: 35)
At a date unrecorded a filter was built for c1arLfying the water9 and two pools9 or storage reservojrswere constructed0 These00 0were all built of ladrillos

snd were plastered over on the inside with pinkish
cement0 (Webb 1952: 7L.)

An etching by Henry Chapman Ford reproduced in Fr0
Engelhardts book (1932a: 33) shows the ruins of La Purrsima

and what appears to be a lined ditch (masonry) with a small

pond next to it but mnewhat lower9 to the southeast of the

ruined buildings0

i4 SANTA INS0 "The water supply was brought from

the uiountatns9 flumer3 and then brought underground by cement

pipes0 Some of these pipes are in perfect condition9 and

the zanhas9 or ditches constructed by the padres and their

Indians9 are still in use000" (Walsh9 1930: 32) In a

grDundp1an drawing of Santa Ins9 Neweomb (1925: 231) shows
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two reservotrs9 one of which looks to be a lavandera; the

other apparently has an underground conduit leading to it

end sorTie sort of filter or trap0

At Santa in6S0there remain to this day ruins of
some considerable extent of reservoirs9 lavatories9
and other structures of undetermined use0 Directly
in front Df the mission is a sunken ladrillo-lined
enclosure9 whose greatest depth at the farther end
must be about fifteen feet0 Leading down to this
end is a lac3rillo-paver39, inclined walk from fifteen
to eighteen feet wide0 At the foot of the incline
is a vatshaped pool or reservoir0 Originally a gar
goyle9 through which the water issued into the pool9
was installed at one end0 (Webb l92: 81-2)

The structure here described by Webb is one of the strangest

to be encountered in any of the California missions0 It may

have been a lavandera9 but it is rather deep and the ramp

leading down into it a trifle steep f or easy negotiation9

particularly with a load of wet clothes0 However9 the

consensus is that it was a lavandera:

In front ,tf the church7 was a large brick enclo
sure of declivity used for 5athing and washing0 To
the right were the gardens and orchards filled with
choice fruit trees0 To the left were the Indian huts
and tiled hcuses0

There La also a double reservoir about half a
mile frcm the front of the mission0 All dates re-
gardtn this remarkable structure and about the
aqueducts which 1ed the water to the brick reser
voir in front of the mission are unfortunately
missing0 (Engelhardt l932b 36)

James (1928 22)45) mentions the large brick reser

voir in front of the church and states it was connected "by

a cement pipe or tunnel laid underground9 over 660 feet long9t'

to another large reservoir 'over forty feet longs and eignt

feet wide9 and nearly six feet deep0
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The reservoir to which James refers S undoubtedly

te one in front of the Indian village9 pictured in Engel

hardt (1932b 8) This is a long masonry trough with a

headwall about twice as high as the trough is deep0 There

are two openngs above the level of the trough sides and a

semicy1indrjca1 masonry structure backingup the headwall

(Fig0 9) The conduit mentioned by James may be seen

stretching out of sight beyond the structure0

In 1820 a grist mill of masonry was constructed

which ground both wheat and maize;, it was roofed with tile

and measured 5 varas by 7 varas (Engelhardt 1932b: 29)

i5 SANTA BARPARA0

The water supply was obtained by the damming of
Pedregosa Creek sore two miles above the mission0
From the dam the water was conducted by means of a
stone aqueduct to a settling basin northeast Df the
mission church0 This aqueduct was built in such a
way as to follow the contour of the hills and
yons9and so well constructed that9 after a hundred
years9 it remains9 where not destroyed by mans in
excellent condition0 From the settling basin or fLl
ter9 the water was led to the great stone reservoir9
110 feet square and seven feet deep9 which was com
pleted in i3O6 Upon the hill above the reservoir
000was subsequently built a second small reservoir9
hich was also supplied from the dam0 Between these
two reservoirs was built the waterpower grist mill
where Padre Ripoll ground his grain0 The upper res
ervoir was provided with wooden sluice gates by means
of which the water to turn the mLllwheel could be
controlled0 000F'rom the settling basin constructed
to purify the domestic supply9 an aqueduct formerly
conducted the water to be used for household pur
poses to the rear of the mission0 From here it was
distributed to the fountains0 This aqueduct consised
of a heavy stone wall9 which9 crossing the road that
leads to the bridge9 was pierced at this point by a
pretty stone arch that remained in place until about
i88O (Newconib 192 217l8)



Ptg0 20 Plan of Mtss ton Santa Barbara, California0
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In 1808, the fountain and lavatory still existingin front of the mission were built for the benefitof humantty (en beneficlo de la humanidacfl0 These000records are the only ones that the writer has beenable to find in the informes of Santa Barbara Missionto account for two dams, two reservoirs, a waterpowered gristmill, a fountain with adjoining lavatory9a filter, and innumerable water channels laid to carrywater to the mission establishment', to tanneries, fields,orchards and gardens, and t o provide sanitary facilities for the jail and nlonjerio0 (Webb 1952: 72)
In front of the church were constructed of solidmasonry a series of tasteful fountains, a pool, and areservoir seventy feet long0 Water was brought froman adjoining hill through an open stone aqueduct, andnear it were the gristmill and bathhouse L?iiter7 ,the latter a stone structure six by ten feet, overthe door of which a beautiful jet of water was thrownfrom a stone 1ions head0 The water, after perform..ing divers duties, was carried to the tannery andfinally dispersed over the soil in irrigating canals0(Bancroft l888c: l9L-5)

l6 SAN BtJENAVENTURAO

000The Padres of San Buenaventura had a dam builtacross the river of the same name0 040The water wasdiverted into an aqueduct which was built along thebase of the hills on the east side of the canyon0
00The zanja crossed side ravines and gulches on wallsof masonry built up to preserve the grade of the chan
nei0 A section of one of these walls remains standing000it L's about two hundred feet long, six feet thickat the base., fourteen feet high, and is strengthened
at intervals by massive masonry buttresses0 It is not
known whether this wall was provided with culverts forthe escape of the storm waters0 The waterchanne1,
which is 30" x 10" in dimension, is a covered masonry
flume built in the top of the wall0

A fjlter000stands on the hillside at the rear of
the mission0 000There was a fountain in the mission
patio and another one with adjoining lavatory near
the Indian viUage0000 (Webb 1952: 81)

17 SAN FERNANDO REY DE ESPAAO

The mission was situated just below the point
of the San Fernando Hills where seepage from the
underground reservoir appeared at the surface through
out the year0 A small stone and mortar dam impounded
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th flow and a tile ditch led the water to the mission
fountains and gardens0 (Zterer 193)4: 19)

The two mtssthn gardens contained 32 acres each9
surrounded by thick adobe walls0 The first had 360
olive trees9 1200 grape vines and iarge numbers of
fig9 peach9 pear9 walnut9 almond and pomegranate
trees,3 The second had 320 olive trees9 7000 grape
vines and orangt fig9 peach9 pear and pomegranate
trees0 000A11 were irrigated by the system of ditches
and reservoirs which had been constructed 70 years
before0 (Zierer 193)4: 19'20n)

In 18089 the mission of San Fernando,,,reported
the construction of a stone masonrT dam, Three
years later an aqueduct coquLa/ half a league in
lengths was built0 (aieror 193)4: 21)

In the next two years two fountains were built in

conjunction with the acequia0 In the l950s there remained

an intake reservoir which collected water from springs or

wells and diverted Lt into a ditch0 Between the intake and

the mission was a dam, A mill is said to have been built

beside this t3ani0 A000reSerVOir000StOod as late as 1885 just

outside the east wing of the quadrangle" (Webb 1952: 77),

In front of this building was a plaza with its

fountain9 one of the two mission fountains still in

existence0 Not far from the fountain9 the remains

of two reservoi1'9 fashioned of stone9 but lined with

brick9 are still to be seen0 The mission water-sUp

ply was derived by damming a "draw" in the hills

back of the mission9 the water being carried by means

of tile conductors to the fountain9 and reservoirs,

Occasionally this source of water failed9 hence the

precaution for a storage supply0 (Newcomb 1925: 20)4)

18, SAN GABRIEL, For being one of the most writ-

ten-about missions in California9 there is a notable dearth

of information on the San Gabriel water systems This is

undoubtedly owing in large part to the fact that the area

around San Gabriel was one of the first in the Los Angeles
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Basin to be built up, 'and the waterworkg would have been

among the first parts of the mission establishment to go

under the plow0

Elizabeth B Webb gives one of the few descriptions

in her book (1952: 82):

The first waterpowered mill was built, with adam and ditch, between 1820 and 1823 This was the
turbLnewhee1 type of mill0 From l62225 an under
shot wheeled mill was built, requiring a second
dam, ThLs dam was of masonry, .67 feet thick, l0
12 feet high9 and over 200 feet long0

l9 SAN JuAN CAPISTRANOO An informe for 1809 says

that the Padres constructed ITan aqueduct of brick masonry

with an arch of the same material for the purpose of bring.

ing water to the mission" (Engelharat 1922: )49)

In 1833 there was an adobe gristmill run by water
at Capistrano Mission, which was destroyed by an over
flow, a wooden one being erected in its place0 (Ban
croft 1888c: L15Lj.)

000The mission secured an abundant supp1of water
by means of zanjas and underground waterwaysLconduits70
000These waterways were covered with large, flat,
blue stone slabs0000 (Webb 1952: 78)

Reservoirs, cisterns and zanjas of brick, stone,
and cement are seen here and there, and several rem
nants of the masonry aqueducts are still found in
the village0 (James 1928: lli.l)

20 SAN LUIS HEY DE FRLNCIAO Water has been

sought as far as eight leagues for the purpose of irrigating;

but such spots are few, and for the main crop we have to

depend on rains0"CFronl an informe of 1822 (Engelhardt 1921:

Li.l)J0 In his volume on San Luis Hey, Engslhardt (1921: L.L6,i

gives the impression that much of the land around the mission
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was too alkaline for farming and that the water was also

quite alkaline0

From a report by Fr0 Peyri dated l827 we learn

that the missionaries "established the mtssion0on a mesa

&ituated near a niarsh the water of which by hauling earth

we suceeeded little by little in forcing up so that it could

be reached0 By means of two dams the water was then col

lected so that it sufficed000for irrig8tiflg a garden0" The

river was dry all summer and most of the winter (Engelhardt

1921: 21)

The French traveler Bernard du Hautcilly (l83: 228)

reported:

Two well=planted gardens furnish an abundance of

vegetables id fruits of all kinds0 The large com
fortable stairway by which one descends to the one

to the southeast reminds me of the Orangery at Ver
satlles0 At the bottom of the stairs are two
fine layers in stucco; one of them is a pond where
the Indian women bathe every morning; and the other
is used every Saturday for washing clothes0 Some

of the water is afterward distributed into the gar
dens wcere many channels maintain a permanent niois

ture and conlness0 The second garden, situated in

a high place9 can be watered only by artificial aid:

a chain pump rnoriaJworked by two men is used twice
a day to accomplish this object0

Another brief description of the gardens at San

Luis Ray is found in the writings of a young Luise?io neo

phyte who was sent to Rome to study for the priesthood:

Towards the south there is a very big kitchen

garden with a pasture to the side0 000The Mission

was placed on a htllpck0 Below this hillock there

is an over=flowing fountain from which the neo

phytes and the missionary bring water to drink?

They made two fountains before the gate of the
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garden9 and between them a stairway to go up and
down which is made all of bricks0

Beyond the two fountains is the gate of theorchard0 The water from the two fountains passes
down through a little door9 running towards the westas in a ditch9 and irrigates another garden almost
a league distant from the Mission0

(Tac 1958:' 16))

21 SAN DIEGO DE ALCLA"O There are no reliable

contemporary accounts of the water System at San Diego9 but

in the early l93Os a Very fine Survey was made of the sys

tern by a civil engineer0 Much of his material has been

used in the typological section of this study9 so it will

not be necessary to go into exhaustive verbal detail hero0

Figures 8 and 12 have been based on his information also0

However9 some of the statistics which Green developed -

on the functional potential of the system are of interest

and are pertinent0

The one reservoir that was left at the site when

Green made his study measured 52 by 52 by 35 feet for a

calculated capacity of 709980 gallons0 The second of the

three he estimated to have been fifty by fifty feet0 The

third was completely gone but9 if it had been of approxt

niately the same size the total capacity would have been

2l299L0 gallons9 or have allowed a "flow of iS ininers

inches for 2L. hours0t'

The net safe yield of the aqueduct system has
been estimated at !38 acrefeet per year9 which
would be a continuous flow at the rate of thirty'
miner's inches9 or 3889000 gallons daily9 or 2139000
gallons for 13 hours0 If a flow of this size were
turned 'into these reservoirs they would have been
filled in thirteen hours9 or overnight9 while



the development of the water system at San Diego

l769l772
1773 l793

l79tl8l5

Water baled from sump
river sands0
Numerous ditches with
diversion dams0
Small reservoirs and
with mechanical lift
garden

l8l6l83L1. Masonry diversion dam
miles up the river0

holes in the

sand and brush

masonry Cisterns
for mission

and aqueduct six

The Missions of Baja California

As the missionaries who colonized Upper California

found, the situation there was positively lush compared to

that Which existed in Lower Californta I have taken the

liberty of including at the start of this section tw es=

tracts which concern the general patterns of irrigation and

water supply in Baja California0 The first is from the

Observations of Fr0 Johann Jakob Baegert9 S J. (1952)9

rho was stationed at San Luis Gonzaga:

000There is not sufficient water0 Consequently9
water was taken wherever and however it was found0
The site for a new mission was determined9 if pos
sible by the availability of at least some water
which could be used to irrigate the land9 either at
the mission9 or in a place several miles away0 No
effort was spared0 In some places water was brought
half an hours distance over irregular terrain
through narrow channels or troughs carved out Df the

135
during the eleven hours during the day they couldhave been drawn upon for irrigation0 There wouldhave been avaLlab1e then during this eleven hourperiod9 a total of 3889000 gallons9 to be used atthe rate of flow of 66 miners inches0 Those threestorage reservojrs therefore9 more than doubledthe efficiency of the system0 (Green 1933 257)

Green (l933: 15) also suggests the following chron

ology of

10

2

30
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rock:0 At other locations9 water was collected fromsix or twelve placesa handful from each sourOeand conducted into a single basin Some swamps werefilled with twenty thousand loads of stones and asmany loads of earth0 And sometimes dust as manystones had to be cleared away to make this or thatpiece of land tillable0 Nearly everywhere it asnecessary to surround the water as well as the soilwith retaining walls or bulwarks9 and to erect dams9partly to keep the small amount of water from leaking out9 and partly to keep the soil fronibeing washedaway by the torrents of rain0 EVen so9 all the workwas often useless0 At best one had to patch and to
repair every year9 and sometimes it is necessarytD start all over again0 (Baegert 1952: l29

The second excerpt is from the venerable Fr0 Zèph
yrin Engelhardt9 prime chronicler of the mission activities
of the Californias: "000Owing to the barrenness of the soil
and the scarcity of water9 the missionary system nowhere

reached the development000which it attained in the twenty

one missions of Upper Californta' (Engelhardt l9O8 l2L)

22 DESCANSOO "The side canyon000has a pern:ianent

spring of good water9 which was diverted into a reservoir9
twentyfLve feet square0000 From the reservoir the water
was led eastward0by an irrigation ditch0" Three and one

half miles from the mission were its orchard and vineyard

(Meigs 1935: lO9)

23 SAN MIGUEL DE LA FRONTERAO 'Along the foot

of the mission wound an irrigation canaL" (Neigs 1935 io5)

2! GUADALUPEO

Froni the south side of the mission9 it is said9
broad steps led down the embankment to two cement
tins jas into which emptied the water from a spring0

Water for irrigation came from lagoons half a
mile and more east of the mission0 Irrigation canals
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were built for an estimated distance of about 2 nil.leson both sides of the valley0 (Meigs 1935: 118)

25 SANTO TOMKSO Meigs (1935:, 89) states that two
or three small springs in the middle of the Sax-ito Tomes
Valley determined the mission site0 A "stone irrigation
canal" leads from a small hollow which contained a spring,
now dried up (Meigs 1935: 91) About eight and oneha1f
miles below the mission a "small permanent spring,,,empt Las

into Sri old stone reservoir," From both sides of the reser.
vtr, stone irrigation ditches lead along the side of the
valley (Meigs 1935: 93),

SANTA CATARINAO

,,,The remains of a strong dam, nine feet high,constructed of adobe and red lava, The impoundedwater wa used to irrigate the Santa Catalina Valley0
000The acequla went along the west side of the vallay, 000The lower caffon was dammed for the irrigation of the San Miguel Valley0 ,,0The writer found
the remains of three dams0 Southernmost is a low,
crude, rock dam used by present Indians,,0, Fifty
yards farther up the caon,,,are the remains of a
second dam, It was made of granite boulders and
earth, with the top eight feet above the stream0
Still farther up the canon are the remains of a third
dam, which apparently was built of earth and was
about ten feet high0 Each dam had its own canal0
About eLht feet higher than the modern dttch,,,is
the aceqija of the middle dani, composed of we1lniade
tiles cemented together0 Parallel to it and seven
feet higher is the cruder, wider canal of the upper
3am, consisting ciiefly of a double line of stones
four to five feet apart, faithfu1lr following the
contours of the htllsides, (Meigs 1935: 1235)

SAN VICENTEO "Water for irrigation came from

the San Vicenbe River, From a diversion dam, ,0threequar

ters of a mile above the church, solidly constructed, stone
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rimmed canals lead along both sides of the valley0t' An
earth and sto-ie aqueduct led from the dam to the head of
the ditch (Meigs 1935; 835),

28 SAN TELMOO The water Source for the miaston
was the Poza do San Telmo9 a large, deep pool of water (Meigs
1935; 75)0 Engelhardt (1908: 557) says that "a dam and
water ditch were built to irrigate the land01'

The orchard bt San Telmo Arrjb La still wateredfrom an old acequta massively constructed of rocks0The acequta comes000not from the famous Poza, butfrom a shallow lagoon at the west end of the valleyof San Telmo0 This lagoon has a somewhat higher e1evation than the Poza and is consequently bettorsuited for irrigation0 No dam is necessary0000(Meig 1935: 76)

At San Teirno Abajo there wias an adobe dam across
the arroyo two and onehalf miles downcstream from the lower
pass in the valley0 !'From the south end of the dam an old
stone cequia may be traced0" In the l93Os water came

from a marshy place a mile above the dam (Meigs 1935; 76).

29 SANTO DOMINGO0

Above the cemetery is a massive stone and aobe
embankment sIx feet high and up to ten feet thick
which appears to have served as a diversion dam for
storm waters descending the ravine since it liesathwart the inactive channel0 There is also a systeni of irrigation canals or acequias90000 The
cequia running along the north side of the canon,

traceable for more than two miles9 is still i1sed000
while the one on the south side9 somehat less than
a mile long, 000is no longer in use,, At places000
the longer acequia is carefully lined with large
flat stones9 while at other places it appears to be
simply cut In the ground0 According to local tra-
dition, there was formerly a low adobe dam across
the arroyo near the present upper ends of the
acequis0
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Across the acequla frou the point of hills eastof the mission, is a pair ofcement1jne pits 3feet deep, one of them L1. by 14 feet and the other 2by 14 feet0 (Meigs l93 68)

Neigs' (l935 66, Fig0 8) plan of the mison estab

lishmont shows an irrigation ditch with a cement tanning

pit just adjacent to it0 This pit is not one of the two

noted above0 Also shown is a. stone and earth wall across

small arroyo next to the cenietary,

30. SAN PEDRO MTIR6 Locatd on a sloping

bench on the mountain side, where a small stream afforded

water for irrigating some small fields0 All that now re

mains are000the low banks of old irrigation ditches1' (Ne1

son l92l 22)

The irrigating facilities at San Pedro Nrtir were

almost unique0 Springs break out of the hills a few feet

above the valley floor and seem to empty directly into the

ditches which run down the sides of the valley (Meigs l93:

130). Gerhard and Gu.lick (l958. 90) note that water was

carried from springa above the mission to fields below in

stone ditches0

31. ROSARIO0 Meigs shows a dam with a reservoir

1.b plan of the first mission at Rosario0 The water

seems to have come from a spring0 chief importance

probably was as a domestic supply for the mission, though

it may also have been used for occasional irrigation of

Some small patch of land" (Neigs l93: 1478)
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Former inhabitants of the Second mission site

claimed that there was a low dam across the arroyo there0

This could have raised the water level enough to irrigate

about one hundredfifty-aores (Meigs 1935: 52)
32 SAN FERNANDO VELICAT.(O It is situated in a

valley through which runs a stream of water of some abun

dance9 sufficient to irrigate the land which the valley con

tains9 and they easily succeeded by means of a dam of earth

and stone to collect the water (Engeiharat 1908:' L.5i)'0
t?The traveller comes to a great9 thick stone wall and

through a break he notices to his left an ancient stone

lined irrigating ditch0 The line of the irrigating ditch

is plain0000and finally terminates in a deep square cistern

where the padres utilized native stone and ceinent' (North

1908: 778)

The ground waters of the basin of the Lienos de
Buenos Aires at the head of an arroyo leading to the
west coast9 and on both sides of the arroyo are soil
covered terraces to which water could be led in dit
ches0 The terraces are broken by side canyons which
were bridged by stone culverts or wooden flumes to
extend the Lrrtgable area, and a large p1asterlined
tank at an intermediate position was constructed to
reduce daytime evaporation in the long ditches0 The
missionaries also built a dam to raise the water
level and expand the area subject to irrigation0
Aschmann 1959:. 230)

Some cultivation may have been carried out on the

broad plain above the dam9 using the abundant Indian labor

to raise the water by hand (Aschmann 1959 230)



333Lk SANTA MARfA CALANAJU and SANTA MARIA DE
LOS NGES0 "They actually established it [baamaju7
with water hardly drinkab1e without more laid than enough
for a little garden" (Sales l956 9)4) Asehniann (1959: 225)
notes that the settlement at Calaniaju was a failure for the
reason of bad water so the mission moved to Cabujaceamang
(Santa Nara do los (ngeles) where "there are the remnants
of a ditch0tt

At the second site there were problems too: "water
in the dry seasons becones too scarce to irrigate said land"
(Engelhardt l9O8 L46) Today there is a tiny spring of
good water and "the remains of an old irrigation ditch can
still be seen" (Gerhard and Gulick 1958: 1OO)

35e SAN BORJA DE ADACO "O0Ina small arroyo with
some fLelds, the water is little and hot but is collected
into a large basin and,9 cooled therein it served for the
very small seed fields that they have" (Sales l956 93)

Wort was begun on irriatLor ditches in 1759 by Fr0 Jorge
Retz 'Off to one side are two stone reservoirs000butlt by
the Dorriinicans9 with old irrigation ditches" (Gerhard and
Gui i c k 1958: 1 OL.)

There aeem to have been many small springs in the
vicinity9 but the Jesuit9 Linok, who founded the mLsston

felt that farming would be hopeless0 Thus9 it seems to have
been the Franciscans nd Doniintcans who developed the irri
gatlon system9 based on the small springs0



"Long irrigation ditches were constructed as were
plasterne tanIs at the springs0 The latter stored water
overnight for rapid movement down the long ditches to the
fLeldsD thus minimizing losses from evaporation and seepage"
(Aschniann 1959: 22L)0

36 SANTA GERTRUDIS0 "]i is not possible for all
he Indian7 to live at the mission itse1f because of the

shortage of land and of the water to irrigate it" (Engel
hrdt 1908: )4.2) The mission "was founded in an arroyo
with many rocks, with very little water and less good lands
and that very sterile00 0and in some years the Indians have
been seen carrying water by hands very laborious1y for the
little garden and field that they havet? (Sales 1956: 92)
DurLng t he following year[l7927 a reservoir and trench

were built with liuie and stone" (Engelhardt 1908: Li42) "A0

ditch in many places as much as six fe-et -deep was cut in
the sandstone to conduct water from a spring several hundred
yards above the mission to fields below" (Aschmann 1959: 218)

370 SAN IGNACIO DE CADACAANO Reports from the
i7L.0!s indicate that agriculture had been considerably built
up0 The Jesuit padres constructed a dam and extensive irri
gatio.i works0 The dam was washed out by a flood in 1761

(schmann 1959: 216.7)

Fr0 Engelhardt (1908: )4l) quoting Fr0 Palouts
Report of 1772 notes that the mission is situated in a
broad valley through which runs an arroyo with sufficient
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water for the needs of the mission0 The water is collected
by a dam end carried by ditches to the mission where it is

stored in a masonry reservoir0

"Water for the benefit of the sowthgs and plantings
is taken from three earth and rock darns of little so1idity

(Laseppas 1859: 98) "To collect water and to control the

fury of the freshets they built stone weirs costly works

and of great beauty but a terrific storm ruined and destroyed

ererything000" (Sales 1956: 9O) rFr0 Sales here refers to

a storm in the 1790s0 This seems to have been a particular

problem at San Ignacio9 but not a peculiar problem it

existed throughout Baja California and much of the rest of

the Northwest FrDntter region as weiij

38 GUADALUPE D SUR0 Fr0 Sales noted that while

Guadalupe had much good lands it had very little water

hardly enough to serve a very small garden (Sales 1956: 98).

In the center of this caflada is an arroyo with
very little water which latter is collected by
means of an earthen dam0000 On the side ofrth
sierra near the mission buildings there are some
springs oozing water to the thickness of a thumb0
It is gathered in a trough of masonry and serves
to irrigate a little garden0 (Engelhardt 1908: L35)

North (1908: 192) noted the remains of a well con-

stru.ted stone and masonry aqueduct near San Jose de Nagda

lena0 This seems to have been a visita or farming community

attached to Guadalupe0

39 SANTA ROSALIA MULEGEO It is situated on a

hillock at whose foot there is a small stream of fresh water



and sufficient land for cropping" (Sales l956 87) Fr0

Venegas (l759 388) stated that the land at Muleg was not

tilled until around 1775 "when a sluice was made for djs

tributing water0 Engelhardt claims that a darn was carried

away by floods in 1770 (1908:. L138)0 Gerhard and Gulick

(1958: 123) say that "Below the mission is a stone darn and

a small lake, the source of Nuleg's irrigation water0"

These facilities may be modern0

About 10 leagues away from Muleg6 was a place

called Magdalene (perhaps the San Jos de Magdalena referred

under Guadalupe del Sur above)0 It was situated on a well

watered arroyo (Engelhardt 1908: !39) Around l77L1., the

Dominicans erected irrigation works there (Gerhard and

Gulick 1958: l22)

L1o, LA PURISIMA CCNCEPOI6L, Fr,, Sales noted "an

abundance of water much good land and with all the re

quirements for settlement" (Sales 1956: 89)G But Lasseps9

some sixty years later9 says that "the spring is scarce

for the irrigation of lands at their disposal" (Lassepas

1859:: 96),

It has enough land capable of cult tvation000
with an abundance of water from said arroyo though
for irrigating it depends on a very large dam
across the arroyo, and upon the floods, which when
there iS very high water carry it away as in the
past year, l770, when from this the mission was
put back, because they waited too long in restoring
it for want of lborers0000 (Engelhardt 1908: L.3L)



Tamaral had a ditch and dam constructed but both

were swept away by floods't (Engelhardt 1908: l67)
La0 SAN JOSE IDE COMOND6O The mission is located

"in a narrow arroyo with a great deal of water and very good

lands for cropping' (Sales 1956: 87) "It has a good well9

whence water runs through a ditch by means of which the

fields in said valley are irrigated" (Engelhardt 1908: Lj.32)0

)42 NUESTRA SEORA DE LORETOO

It lies in the center of a stretch of sand which
reaches for almost half an hours distance up to the
mountains0 This land is without grass9 without a
tree9 a bush9 or any shade0

There is neither running nor standing water on
the surface9 although it can be found by digging
down into the sand a certain depth0 On the other
hand there is no scarcity of mosquttoesL (Baegert
1952: ll7'8)

Sales (1956: 83) says substantially the same things

about Loreto but adds that there are some pumped wells used

to water some very small gardens0 Lassepas (l89: 35) took

note of the fact that nones were used to obtain water from

wells0 These were probably the pumps mentioned by Sales0

L1.30 SAN FRANCISCO JAVIER DE VIGGL

The mtssioi7 lies on an arroyo which has water

only in time of rain; but toward the north the niis

sion has a copious spring whose flow is joined by

some streamlets0 From it by means of a ditch water
is led to the mission where it is collected in two
reservoirs of masonry for the purpose of irrigating

the little pieces of land which are entirely sur

rounde6 by a stone wall0
000Other pieces of irrigable soil are cultivated

with success on the site of the old mission about

three leagues north0 (Engelhardt 1908: 6257)
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The preceding quotation is from Fr0 Palou's Report

of 1772 Fr Sales9 writing some twentyftve to thirty years

ister says that there was very little water or tillable

land (Sales 1956: 85) Yet as early as 1717 there had been

a dam and ditch at the mission (Engelhardt 1908: 166)

CPadre Juan Ugarte9 the founde7 had used )4O,000
loads of stDne and earth to make a road to this p1ace
formed a reservoir9 and made a garden with 10000 loads
of earth0 (Bancroft 1888a: )438n)

North SaW two stone cisterns (reservoirs) and aque

ducts south of the mission (North 1908: 220) Gerhard and

Gulick (1958: 127) record two stone reservoirs and extensive

gardens behind the church0 These had been built by the

Jesuits and were still in use in l958 Four leagues away

from San Francisco Javier are the rutns of La Presentaci$n,

a visita which had a reservoir seventy feet square and six

feet deep0 Two sets of stairs descend into Lt and stone

ditches lead to and frDm it (North 1908: 225)

)4L DOLORES DEL STJR0 Gerhard and Gulick (1958: J8i)

have observed a ruined dam and irrigation ditch at the site

of the mission0 They could be modern0

)45 SAN LUfS GONZAGAO The mission garden was irri'

gatd by means of a masonry dam below a tiny spring (Gerhard

and Gulick 1958: l38)

)46 1J1JESTRA SEi0RA DEL PILAR DE LA PAZO Lessepas

(1859: 35) states that La Paz obtained water for domestic

use and irrigation by means of wells and norias0
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L.70 TODOS SANTOS.O The water supply came from a

spring (Lassepas 1859: 98)

Li.8 SANTIAGO0 The mission was in a level srroyo

with many springs and large groves (Sales 1956: 89) 'There

was also a small lake that served for irrigation of the

fields (Lassepas 1859: 98)

L9 SAi1 JOSE DEL CABOO "000There i a large arroyo

with much waters many groves of trees9 fields000" (Sales

1956: 9l2)

The Missions of Sonora

Because of the great lack of information about the

missions of Sonora9 we know little of the extent of develop

ment of water systems in the area0 However we do know

that agriculture was established in the area long before

the missionary Fathers arrived on the scene0 Even after

the advent of the missions9 the Indians if 1eft to them=

selvos,000cu1tivated small plots by means of irrigation'

(Bannon 1955: 113)

5O SAN XAVIER D &C0

For the mortar of these foundationsj ofthe mis
sion churcJ it was not necessary to haul waters be
cause by means of the irrigation ditches we very
easily conducted the water where we wished0 And that
house, with its great court and garden nearby, will
be able to have throughout the year all the water it
may need9 running to any place or workroom one may
please0 (Bolton 1919: 2369 quoting Fr0 Kino)

The water sources for these ditches were two springs9

Agua de la MLst6n9 which was destroyed by an earthquake in
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l883 and one other0 These were supplementec3 by the floods

of the Santa Cru River (Castetter and Bell i9L2: i6Lj.)0
The first European stimulus to increased irrigation

at San Xavier occurred with the arrival of Kino at the
close of the seventeenth century but there is no indi
cation that extensive areas were cultivated or greatly
improved methods used0 It was not until the mere pros
porous periods from 1786 to 1822 that there was any
considerable development of irrigation at favorable
points along the Santa Cruz near the mission of San
Xavier and the Spanish Presidios of Tubac and Tucson0
(Castetter and Bell l9Lj.2: 165)

5l SAN JOS DE TU}'IACXCORI

South of the patio and mission church000were two
briekandlLmemortar-tanks0 These originally must
have been water tanks, presumably fed by a small ditch
coming from higherground to the west or south0 On
the west there is the possibility a large arroyo may
have had a small regular flow of water which dammed,
would have dttch=fed the tanks0 Or9 a small ditch may
have taken off from the main ditch some distance to the
south to feed the tanks0

Although the connection is broken, there is evt
dence that a bricklined ditch flowed from the tanks
under the south rooms of the patio9 into the west
central part of the enclosures where must have been the
patio garden9 fragments of a possible extension of this
ditch may have led to a kitchen in the northwest corner
of the patio9 also0 (Jackson 1951: 8L)

52 GUEVAVIO George B0 Eckhart reports in a per

sonal conirnunication (April 1963) that there is a ditch at

Gu a v a ci L 0

530 SANTA GERTRUDIS DE SARICO "The fields00 0are

ver:y fertile and easily irrigable for fields of wheat"

(Reyes 178L1.: 69)

5L SAN PEDRO Y SAN PABLO DE TUBUTANA. Personal

inspection in February 1963 revealed no watercontrol features

which could be definitely aasLgied to the mission period0



NUESTRA SEORA DE LA C0NCEPOI6N DEL CABORCAO

Bancroft's description of the first entrada of Kino,
Manje, and Salvatierra says: "Caborca, in a fertile region
artificially irrigated by the Soba inhabitants, seemed to

alltthe Padre7 the best spot for a mission" (Bancroft
i888a: 257)

NUESTRA SEORA DEL PILAR Y SANTIAGO DE COC6SPERAO

George B0 Ectthart has seen tanning tanks at this
nitsston thus indicating that there was some sort of water
system0 However, in 1772, Reyes said that the lands around

the village were unproductive for lack of water (Reyes 1772:
144).

57 NUESTRA SEORA BE LOS REMEDIOSO No information0

58. SAN IGNACIO DE CABORICAO Broad and fertile
plain of good lands and with easy irrigation" (Reyes 17814: 67)

59 NUESTRA SEORA DE LOS DOLORESO Dolores was

abandoned after the Jesuits left in 1767 (Eckhart 1960: 171).
Beyond that there is no information on this mission0

SANTOS REYES DE CUCTJRPEO ".00Easy irrigation

for fields of all crops0001' (Reyes 178)4: 63),

ASUNCI6N ARISPEO No information0

62 NiJESTRA SORA BE LOS REMEDIOS BE BANANICHIO

No information0

63 NUESTRA SE0RA BE LA ASUNCI6N DE OPODEPEO In

1695, the priest and the Indians of the mission built a ditch
to carry water for a mill (Karns 19514: 67).
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Hayes was somewhat equivocal about the status of

water systems at the mission. In 1772 (p0 29)9 he wrnte:
The surrounding territory is unproductyve and there are no

lands for farming and cultivation0" Yet twelve years later
(178L1.: 62) he noted easy irrigation for fields of wheat000"

6LJ.. SAN PEDRO ACONCHIØ No information
65. SAN MIGUEL ARCANGEL DE OPOSURAO "[The land i7

not worked because of a shortage of labor (brazos) and a

scarcity of water" (Ocaranza 1933: l7L)
66 SAN MIGUEL DE BAVISPEO No information0

67 SANTA MARIA ASUNCI6N BSERACQ Half a league
north of town was a mill (moli _an) that was inoperative
in l79O

.0Next to the river but separated from Lt by adike (lonaerio) which ran along the west bank[werefieldsJ In years prior to 17909 its irrigation waseasy but a flood destroyed all of its intakes in l783Going east from the town to the other bank ofthe river [Bavispe ?J one sees an old mill con
atructed in another of the missions fields0
(Qcaranza 1933: 178)

68. SAN 3IJAN EVANGELISTA DE UITACRINERA0 No infor
mation0

69 SAN FRANCISCO )VIER GULSAVASO "There are also
fLe1s on the west side of the river9 an orchard and a hy
draulic mill that required for its movement the construction
of a dani the river being large0' The Indians farnied j

Temporal (Ocaranza 1933: l7)4)
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7O SAN LUIS GONZAGA BE BACADH1JAOHI0 "There is a

'not prLng nby. One and onehalf leagues away is a mill

In the streii (en coiiente)" (Ocaranza 1933: 175)

71 SANTA MARIA L)E NCORIO No information0

72 SAN XAVIER BE TUC and NIJESTRA SEffORA BE LA

ASUNCI6N E BTUCO No information0

73 NUESTRA SEORA DE LOS NGELES DE SAHUARIPAQ

No information0

7L SAN JOS DE MATAPEO No information0

75 SAN MIGUEL URESO

This mission of Ures has reasonable lands with
some Lrrigation but not enough which is taken
from a spring because the rtver when it does not
rainor even when it does, ends and the waters
disappear; and the acoquia9 which comes from said
spring9 breaks down often (Se decornpone cads Ln
stante) because the soil is very sandy0 (Civezza
I772 n0)

76, SAN PEBRO .DE LA CONQ.UISTA BE LOS SERISO No

tnftrniat ion0

77 SAN FRANCISCO XAVI DE TECORIPA From a folio

in the CLvea Col1ction (1772) it is learned that farming

erunr Tecoripe w Be Temora10 However9 in l78L. (po 87)

Heye noted that it was easily irrigated0

78 SANTA ROSALIA BE ONAPAO "000Very fertile

e(iows with easy irrigation for wheat end all the fruits

of Europe (Reyes l78L: L5) 0

79 SANTA MARf A DE MOVASO No information0

8O SAN JOS DE LAGLINAS DE GUAVIASO No information0
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8i88, YAQ.UI RIVER MISSIONS: BELN mfnivis, RAID

POTAN, VICAM, TORIM, C6CORITO No information,

89 SANTA CATARINA DE CANOAQ No information,

NATIVIIAD NAVMOA, No information,

SANTA CRUZ. DEL Hf0 NAOO No information0

SAN MARCELO DE SONOITAO Father Kino wrote

(1700) that it has fertile land, with irrigation ditches

fDr good crops, water which runs all the year, good pasture

for cattle, and everything necessary for a good settlement"

(Bolton 1919: 25),



APPENDIX B

GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN THIS THESIS

AcequiaSpantsh for irrigation ditch; used here to mean
any excavated but not bui1t.oup ditch in a water
control system0

Acequia inadre-rnain ditch0

Akchina style of floodwater farming practiced by the
Papago of northern Sonora; it is described on PPo
L.7 4.8

Anuasannual reports from missions to the Apostolic College
to which they were attached giving details of mission
accomplishments during the year0

Aqueducta water conductor built up above the surrounding
terrain or otherwise modified to maintain grade or
surmount an obstacle0

Boisa-irrigation farming technique used in the Yqut and
Mayo River areas of Sonora; it is described on Po

5o=5i

Braza1=latoral or side ditch fed by an aceq:uia madre0

De teniporal3panish term for dryfarming without irrigation0

Forebay-term for the water supply used tD power a mill; it
is usually used to indicate pond backed up by a dam0

Ladrillosburned clay tLles or bricks usually square or
rectangular and flat0

Lavanderalaundry tank or trough0

NorachaLn and bucket waterlifttng device0

Press (represa)dam0

Tahona-prtmtttve Spanish waterlifting device (po 7)o

Vtsttasmall mission station not regularly occupied by a
priest but visited at intervals0

Z.anjaequivalent to acequia0
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